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Biofilms, multi-cellular sessile communities of bacteria, are known to account for bacterial persistence and antibiotic resistance. Nitric oxide (NO) has been shown to induce biofilm dispersal at sub-lethal concentrations in many species. For example, in the cystic-fibrosis associated bacterium, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, NO is reported to regulate biofilm dispersal through cyclic di-GMP signaling. In this thesis work, I demonstrate that Swoo_2750 from *Shewanella woodyi* encodes a Heme-Nitric oxide/OXygen binding domain (H-NOX), a protein that binds NO with approximately picomolar sensitivity. I demonstrate further that SwH-NOX is co-cistronic and directly interacts with Swoo_2751, a bi-functional diguanylate cyclase (DGC), which exhibits both c-di-GMP synthesis and hydrolysis activities. Through steady-state kinetic analyses, I conclude that NO bound H-NOX interacts with DGC and induces a 15-fold increase in c-di-GMP hydrolysis as well as a 90% decrease in c-di-GMP synthesis compared to the effect on DGC found with unligated H-NOX. I have correlated these biochemical data with measurements of *in vivo* c-di-GMP concentrations and assessments of biofilm formation, both in
wildtype and a mutant (Δhnox) strain of *S. woodyi*. These studies lead to the conclusion that this H-NOX signaling pathway provides a molecular-level explanation for the rapid dispersal of biofilms that has been observed in the presence of NO. Finally, I have explored the source of NO used in H-NOX signaling, especially the role of anaerobic respiration in regulation of biofilm formation in *S. woodyi*. In summary, I present here my effort towards understanding nitric oxide signaling in biofilm regulation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 BIOFILMS

Scientists have long believed that bacteria adopt only planktonic form which is a single cell, free swimming form to survive, live and evolve. In 1943 Zobell’s group observed a distinct film structure on glass slides that were submerged in cell culture medium (1). Under the microscope, they found greater amounts of bacteria in layered thick structures than in the liquid phase. This sessile appearance of bacteria was hypothesized as a beneficial effect for bacteria with respect to nutrients adsorption from solid surfaces. As many researchers recognized this unique life style of bacteria, in 1978 Costerton introduced a term “biofilm” to describe populations of microorganism that attached to an interface and typically covered by an extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) (2). With both advanced imaging and biofilm-culturing technologies, it has been shown that the development of biofilms involves at least four distinct stages: i) initial reversible attachment to the surface; ii) irreversible adherence caused by the secretion of EPS; iii) maturation of biofilm structure through cell-cell communication; and iv) dispersal of biofilm which releases cells to their planktonic form and starts a new cycle (Fig. 1-1) (3). Forming biofilms is a vital defense mechanism developed by bacteria, providing protection for themselves against UV/radiation (4), heavy metals (5), and extreme pH (6). More importantly, and closely related to public health, bacteria biofilms allow survival in a host environment and protection against antibiotics (7-10).

Figure 1-1. Biofilm three-stage life cycle. A. reversible and irreversible attachment of cells to the surface; B. maturation with secretion of EPS matrix; C. dispersal to initiate another cycle
Since biofilm formation is a fundamental consequence of bacterial adhesion, biofilms in microbial infections have been a great threat to human health. In 2002, the National Institute of Health (NIH) has reported that more than 80% of microbial infections involve biofilm formation (11). Moreover, it has been estimated that >65% of nosocomial infections were associated with biofilms, and the treatment of these costs >$1 billion annually (12, 13). Biofilms were also found on the surface of medical devices in the early 1980s, and the new infectious disease caused by biofilms often resulted in the removal of implants, which increased physiological and financial burdens of patients (14). Biofilms can be made up by single or multiple bacterial species in the case of infectious diseases: in dental plaque, biofilms have an estimated number of >500 bacterial species (15); and Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been found in the lungs of cystic fibrosis (CF) patients as a dominant bacterium of the biofilm (16). Besides being a serious problem in public health, biofilms can also be beneficial in other cases (17). In the plant rhizosphere, the area of soil surrounding a plant root system, biofilms play a strong role as a biocontrol reagent to provide protections for plant against insects and pathogens (18). Beneficial biofilms are also capable of reducing the mild steel corrosions, which is a huge problem in industry (19). Moreover, biofilms can be potentially used to clean up oil spills in petroleum industry as some bacteria showed higher activity of degrading long-chain alkanes in their biofilm form (20). Therefore, the prevention of harmful biofilms and the promotion of beneficial ones are very important.

Biofilm-related infections are less susceptible to anti-bacterial drugs than their planktonic form. It has been measured that cells in biofilms exhibit 10 - 1000 times more resistance to effective antibiotics (21-23). Three mechanisms have been proposed for the antibiotic resistance. The first one is the dilutive effect by the EPS matrix which provides a barrier through which antimicrobial reagents to penetrate (24). Although some small drug molecules can freely pass through the matrix, the second mechanism of protection comes from the physiological stage of the biofilm bacteria, which is a dormant stationary phase that can escape the effects of many drugs targeting cell division (25, 26). Another possible mechanism of resistance is the existence of more resistant subpopulations of cells with biofilm, which are called “persisters” (27). However, the mechanism is still inconclusive for biofilms. As researchers, before stepping in to design biofilm-killers, I should have deeper understanding of basic biological pathways involved in the
biofilm life cycle. Therefore, it is urgent to study how bacteria respond to environment and how that response plays a role in the development of biofilms.

1.2 CYCLIC DI-GUANOSINE MONOPHOSPHATE (C-DI-GMP)

Nucleotide-based second messengers are widely used by bacteria to transduce environmental signals into cellular responses (28). The list of those second messengers includes cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), guanosine pentaphosphate and tetraphosphate ((p)ppGpp), cyclic di-adenosine monophosphate (c-di-AMP) and cyclic di-guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP) (29-33). Although they function in different cellular roles, a common signaling concept underlies all of them: two distinct enzymatic activities controlling formation and degradation of the respective second messengers, and the second messengers are often found to bind to effector proteins as direct/allosteric regulators, and the effector proteins in turn interact with more downstream targets to deliver a specific output (28). Among all bacterial second messengers, c-di-GMP has been intensively studied for its ubiquitous existence in bacteria and its fundamental importance in biofilm, virulence, and secretion (34-36).

C-di-GMP was first discovered as an allosteric activator of a cellulose synthase in *Gluconacetobacter xylinus* (37). However, its role in this bacterium was not observed in plants, leaving researchers to question its true function for a long time (38). Upon the identification of the enzymes responsible for its synthesis and degradation and the finding that the genes controlling expression of these enzymes are conserved in almost all bacteria, investigators became convinced that c-di-GMP is a global second messenger found exclusively in bacteria (39-42). The most well-studied phenotype related to c-di-GMP signaling is biofilm formation (43). It has been seen that higher c-di-GMP level promotes biofilm formation in variety of bacteria (42, 44-46). In addition, the motility of cells and the adherence to surfaces, as well as the production of EPS matrix – characteristic components central to biofilm formation - are also proved to be regulated by the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP (47-49). As biofilm formation involves crosstalk between cell settlement processes and EPS matrix secretion, c-di-GMP signaling has been demonstrated as a complicated, multi-level regulated, and locally discriminated network (50-52). Moreover, c-di-GMP is also involved in regulating virulence. The c-di-GMP signaling pathway is involved in almost all kinds of virulence phenotypes in
infected animals and plants: host-cell invasion, virulence factor secretion, stimulation of immune response, and many more (35, 53-55). In general, the secretion pathways of various molecules, such as polysaccharides, virulence factor, pili, and flagellin are considered as under c-di-GMP regulation, and those secretion systems are now treated as novel targets for c-di-GMP signaling manipulation (56-58). Another newly discovered phenotype affected by c-di-GMP is the transmission between pathogens and hosts, where some pathogens transmitted from outside-host phage to inside-host phage (59, 60). Not surprisingly, c-di-GMP is only required in chronic infections, which usually involves the development of biofilms (61). With more and more bacterial/host phenotypes being identified to be related to c-di-GMP, details about effectors that lead to all those phenotype changes are yet to be unveiled.

![Chemical structure of c-di-GMP](image)

**Figure 1-2.** The chemical structure of c-di-GMP

The identification of c-di-GMP receptors is a key step in explaining the mechanism of c-di-GMP signaling. The first characterized c-di-GMP receptor is PilZ domain, which is usually a part of multi-domain protein (62). Upon c-di-GMP binding, PilZ domains are believed to undergo a conformational change that then leads to changes in other protein-protein interactions or allosteric effects (63). Outputs altered by PilZ include polysaccharide biosynthesis, motility and virulence (48, 64). Another class of well-known c-di-GMP receptors is transcription factors, and one of the most studied in this class is VpsT, whose dimerization is driven by c-di-GMP binding;
the result of dimerization is an activation of polysaccharide gene expression (65). Riboswitches, RNAs that bind and react to small molecules, are more recent identified targets for c-di-GMP which consequently affect translation (66). Another newly discovered example is polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase), whose binding to c-di-GMP alters the activity of RNA processing (67). With the development in “fishing” technology through the design of specific c-di-GMP analogs, a better described c-di-GMP binding network will be available in the future; however, the signal inputs for c-di-GMP physiological responses are still vaguely understood.

1.3 DIGUANYLATE CYCLASE (DGC) AND PHOSPHODIESTERASE (PDE)

It is important to identify and characterize the enzymes involved in the production and degradation of c-di-GMP in order to better understand the c-di-GMP signaling network. In 1998, Tal et al successfully isolated genes controlling intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP in *Acetobacter xylinum* (39). Two types of enzyme were then identified: diguanylate cyclase (DGC), which catalyzes the formation of c-di-GMP from two molecules of GTP; and c-di-GMP specific phosphodiesterase (PDE), which catalyzes the hydrolysis of c-di-GMP to a linear pGpG, or further to GMPs (Fig. 1-3). The *in vitro* characterization of Pde1 from *Acetobacter xylinum* made the fundamental observation that activities of DGCs and PDEs were assigned to GGDEF and EAL conserved domains, respectively (68). Afterwards, a number of DGCs have been characterized and all contain a GGD(E)EF motif at the active site for both GTP and metal binding (34, 35, 41, 69-72). Interestingly, a degenerate GGD(E)F domain, GEDEF, of the CC3396 in *Caulobacter crescentus* activates its neighboring EAL domain upon GTP binding (73). EAL-containing proteins were confirmed as c-di-GMP specific phosphodiesterases also in various species, and the product pGpG was found in all of these EAL catalyzed c-di-GMP degradations (73-76). Tchigvintsev et al purified 13 potential phosphodiesterase proteins and established that alanine in “EAL” motif is not essential for the activity; and they also confirmed another 10 residues critical for the enzymatic degradation of c-di-GMP (77). A second phosphodiesterase family protein was first recognized in *Xanthomonas campestris* as a RpfG protein which was able to hydrolyze c-di-GMP to GMP (78). This activity was later associated with a HD-GYP motif which does not belong to the family of EXL proteins (79). In sum, bacteria have conserved GGD(E)EF and EXL/HD-GYP proteins to control the making and breaking of c-di-GMP.
The c-di-GMP signaling network is complicated in that one species can have multiple c-di-GMP metabolizing enzymes, for example, *Vibrio cholera* has 61 DGC and PDE proteins (46). However, even in closely related genomes, the number of DGC and PDE proteins can be highly varied. To give two examples, Clostridium can have 0 to 43 potential c-di-GMP metabolizing proteins and in Mycobacterium the number of these proteins can be from 0 to 22 (80, 81). A more profound complexity can be found in species with similar lifestyles, such as there is only one potential GGDEF protein in *Proteus mirabilis*, whereas another Enterobacteriaceae, *Escherichia coli*, has 31 predicted c-di-GMP metabolizing proteins despite of their similar
lifestyle (80, 82). Two hypotheses have been proposed to explain why bacteria have this many DGC and PDE proteins. First is that DGC and PDE proteins are spatially localized in the cell so as to be integrated into different pathways. A second hypothesis is that most DGC and PDE proteins need modifications to be activated, therefore the background activity of those proteins is minimal (40). However, questions about whether these DGC and PDEs work as groups in their pathways and how to identify those groups remain to be answered.

With the multiplicity of DGC and PDE proteins, one can imagine that they are capable of responding to a variety of environmental stimuli, including oxygen, blue light, starvation, high salt, and intercellular molecules (68, 83-86). Sensor domains can be found in the same proteins as DGC and PDE domains, such as a flavin-binding PAS domain, which is able to sense the oxygen level; or a BLUF domain, which is highly sensitive to the blue light (87, 88). When the signal induces a change in a sensory domain, a change in protein conformation will lead to a change in activity of its neighboring DGC or PDE domains. On the other hand, there are many DGC and PDE proteins lacking such sensor domains. It is possible that stand-alone regulatory proteins can be associated with them, which is the case where quorum sensing interferes with c-di-GMP metabolism (89). In this case, protein-protein interaction or phosphorylation is possibly involved in the relay of signal transduction (90). However, mechanisms of signaling pathways which are responsible for c-di-GMP metabolism are still unidentified.

1.4 NITRIC OXIDE (NO)

Nitric oxide (NO) has long been recognized as a toxic molecule and air pollutant (91). In the early 1970s, scientists started to realize that NO also plays an important role as a signaling molecule in mammalian system (92). NO has drawn a lot of attentions and was even named molecule of the year by Science magazine in 1992 (93). Besides its role in immune system, as it kills microorganisms at a high concentration in macrophage, the most significant contribution of NO in human health is its ability to activate soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) at minimal concentration and the consequential cardiovascular effects brought by the production of cGMP (94). The importance of NO research was addressed in 1998 by presenting the Nobel Prize of Physiology/Medicine to three scientists in the field of nitric oxide research: Robert F. Furchgott, Louis J. Ignarro, and Ferid Murad. In mammalian cells, NO is produced by the oxidation of L-arginine through nitric oxide synthases (NOS) yielding L-citrulline (95). The endogenous NO
then acts on several targets in order to regulate various physiological activities (96). To therapeutically modify these processes, a range of NO-releasing drugs have been developed and commercialized to improve people’s life quality.

In addition to being present in mammalian cells, nitric oxide has also been found to be endogenously produced in plants and bacteria (97, 98). Although its role in plants and bacteria has not been fully elucidated, a link between NO and biofilms has been proposed and tested in different species (99-102). For example, nitric oxide is believed to boost biofilm dispersal of P. aeruginosa and recent study pointed out that there is a decreased concentration of nitric oxide and L-arginine in the airway of cystic fibrosis patients (103). A more sophisticated study has been done by Kjelleberg’s group to show that nitric oxide is able to induce the dispersal of single- and multi-species biofilms, which are clinically and industrially relevant (104). It was then demonstrated that one can utilize nitric oxide as an anti-biofilm reagent by exploitation of the NO-releasing materials, such as nanoparticles (105). With NO-releasing materials coated on the surface of implants, an antimicrobial effect was found both in vitro and in a murine model (106). Recently, evidence was found with P. aeruginosa that NO regulates biofilms through an effect on PDE activity, a detailed mechanism of how NO induces biofilm dispersal is thereby suggested (107).

1.5 HEME-NITRIC OXIDE/OXYGEN BINDING DOMAIN (H-NOX)

Heme-Nitric oxide/OXygen binding domain (H-NOX) was first described and characterized as a family of proteins that share high sequence similarity with the heme domain of soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) (108). Heme, containing a polyporphyrin ring coordinated with an iron center (Fig. 1-4), is known to bind gaseous molecules such as O_2, CO, and NO (109). As sGC binds preferentially to NO in the presence of O_2, however, homologous bacterial H-NOX proteins are able to discriminate between NO or O_2 depending on their structures (110). For example, the tyrosine residue at a distal pocket has been proved essential for H-NOX proteins to stabilize the O_2 bound complex (111). Upon binding to different ligands, H-NOX proteins exhibit characteristic UV absorption bands (Soret bands) for hemoproteins (112). From considerable spectroscopic and kinetic data of H-NOX proteins, a general conclusion can be made that they are capable of binding nanomolar concentration of NO and therefore are potential NO sensors for
bacteria (113). However, clear evidence is needed to show whether NO bound H-NOX proteins are able to regulate physiologically relevant behavior in bacteria.

![Figure 1-4. The core polyporphyrin structure of the heme](image)

Unlike the H-NOX domain in sGC, bacterial H-NOXs are often stand-alone proteins with the exception of H-NOX containing methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCP), such as *Tt*H-NOX, the H-NOX protein found in *Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis* (114). Bioinformatics studies have shown two major classes of effectors that are frequently associated with H-NOX proteins: histidine kinases, and diguanylate cyclases (115). Not surprisingly, several studies have demonstrated that H-NOX proteins can regulate their neighboring effectors in activities and therefore change cellular responses. In *Shewanella oneidensis*, H-NOX has been shown to be able to alter the kinase activity of its adjacent histidine kinase protein (116). In *Legionella pneumophila*, H-NOX plays an important role in regulating intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP and globally the biofilm formation (117). With the accumulating evidence about a linkage between NO and biofilms, a natural inference for H-NOX proteins is that they are the NO sensors during the life cycle of biofilm formation. The elucidation of a molecular basis for the role of NO in the biofilm pathways will help us gain a better understanding of biofilms themselves, as well as overall structure of the bacterial signaling.

### 1.6 OVERVIEW OF THIS DISSERTATION

In Chapter 2, a detailed characterization of two proteins, *Sw*DGC and *Sw*H-NOX, will be discussed. It contains mainly the contents of my published paper, and part of the work involving Congo red assay that was done by Taemee Pak (118). As I cloned, expressed and purified...
SwDGC and SwH-NOX in E. coli systems, their biochemical properties were also examined *in vitro*. SwDGC showed interesting duel functionality in our enzyme assays in that it is able both to synthesize and degrade c-di-GMP. Its role in biofilm formation and EPS production has also been studied by use of Congo Red, which is a general dye used to stain cellulose (a major component of EPS) and is therefore used as a stain to visualize the amount of EPS being produced by the cell. It can be quantified by absorbance spectrometry. SwH-NOX has a well-behaved ligand binding profile that is similar to other known characterized H-NOX proteins. Distinct Soret bands were observed for different oxidation and ligand binding states, and the dissociation constant for NO fell into the range that suggests SwH-NOX would be a potential NO sensor.

In Chapter 3, a regulatory mechanism of NO H-NOX interacting with the biofilm pathway was proposed. This chapter contains mainly the contents from my publication done in collaboration with others (119). A direct interaction between purified SwDGC and SwH-NOX was observed and confirmed. As I developed a new kinetic assay for phosphodiesterase, both diguanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities were performed in the presence and absence of SwH-NOX complexes. When compared with basal cyclase activity, in the absence of any regulator proteins, SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$ complex showed significant up-regulation of SwDGC whereas SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO had barely any effect. In contrast, when I examined the phosphodiesterase activity of SwDGC, an opposite trend was observed in that NO complex of SwH-NOX showed a significant increase in the enzymatic activity to hydrolyze c-di-GMP. The *in vitro* data correlates well with molecular biological studies of biofilm formation with *Shewanella woodyi* strains. Both c-di-GMP and biofilms decreased when I added NO into the assay and these effects were not observed in an H-NOX deficient strain.

In Chapter 4, an anaerobic study was carried out to test the effect of endogenous NO on *S. woodyi* biofilms. *S. woodyi* showed significant growth in nitrate-supplemented medium under oxygen-depleted environment. NO was detected under anaerobic nitrate growing conditions. Microscopic images of segments of biofilms demonstrated a difference between biofilms grown anaerobically in nitrate and fumarate. Addition of NO into the fumarate system stimulated a change in biofilm phenotype whereas the same change was absent in the H-NOX deleted strain. Overall, this suggested a mechanism that bacteria regulate their biofilms through endogenous
NO under anaerobic environment. Overall, a hypothesis I have proposed and confirmed here is a nitric oxide signaling pathway via regulation of the activities of c-di-GMP metabolizing enzymes (Fig. 1-5).

Figure 1-5. The proposed mechanism for NO regulation on *S. woodyi* biofilms
Chapter 2

Characterization of SwDGC and SwH-NOX

ABSTRACT

Cyclic-di-GMP signaling is used by many bacteria to control biofilm formation. As biofilm formation is an important survival strategy for many bacteria, the synthesis and degradation of cyclic-di-GMP is tightly regulated by enzymes containing domains with conserved GGDEF and EAL sequence motifs, respectively. In this report I characterize a protein with both cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities and demonstrate that it contributes to secretion of the extracellular polysaccharide matrix, an important step in early biofilm formation. A genomically adjacent protein, SwH-NOX, was also characterized to demonstrate its potential as a nitric oxide sensor.
2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last five years, it has become apparent that a wide variety of bacteria use the small molecule bis-(3',5')-cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP) as a second messenger signaling molecule; c-di-GMP has been implicated in bacterial biofilm formation, cell cycle progression, virulence and bioluminescence (42, 49, 57, 120). In particular, significant attention has been payed to the role of c-di-GMP in the transition between sessile and motile growth during biofilm formation. Bacterial biofilms are surface-associated communities of bacteria living within a secreted extracellular polysaccharide matrix (EPS) (121). Biofilms are extremely resistant to antibiotic treatment and lead to the persistant fouling of medical implants, marine vessels, and environmental sensors, among other surfaces. Thus there is intense interest in understanding the mechanisms bacteria use to control biofilm formation and detachment. One such method is through controlling the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP. As the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP goes up, a higher percentage of bacteria enter biofilm or persistence modes. Similarly, as the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP drops, bacteria become hyper-motile and are more likely to express virulence genes.

Although c-di-GMP signaling is relatively new area of research in microbiology, the emerging tenet is that the total concentration of intracellular c-di-GMP is tightly regulated by enzymes that synthesize and degrade c-di-GMP (122). Cyclic-di-GMP is synthesized by proteins with diguanylate cyclase (DGC) activity. These proteins typically have a characteristic GGDEF domain, named for a conserved sequence of five amino acids in the DGC active site (123). Phosphodiesterases (PDE), proteins that hydrolize c-di-GMP, are identified by EAL (75) or HD-GYP domains, also named for conserved amino acid motifs (124). Most bacteria code for more than one protein with GGDEF and/or EAL domains. For example, E.coli has 12 proteins with GGDEF domains, 10 proteins with EAL domains and 7 proteins with both GGDEF and EAL domains (125). Interestingly, in proteins containing both GGDEF and EAL domains, often only one or the other is catalytically active. For example, Benziman et al. studied 6 proteins with both GGDEF and EAL domains from Acetobacter xylinum (126). They found that three of them have only DGC activity and the other three have only PDE activity. The reason these domains are sometimes inactive is not
conclusively known, but lack of key amino acids, beyond the EAL and GGDEF motifs, has been proposed. In a comparative study of active and inactive EAL domains, it was found that active EAL domains have sequence conservation that extends beyond EAL; for example, a 6 residue sequence, DDFGTG, is thought to be needed for retaining phosphodiesterase activity (75). Despite the importance of DGC and PDE proteins to fundamental bacterial life, as well as their potential as antibacterial drug targets, the vast majority of these proteins are uncharacterized, and as a group, GGDEF- and EAL-containing proteins are poorly understood.

Here I characterize the Swoo_2750 gene product from *Shewanella woodyi*, a luminous marine bacterium with potential in alternative energy generation. I have named this protein *SwDGC*. Based on gene sequence, *SwDGC* is annotated a hypothetical diguanylate cyclase protein containing both GGDEF and EAL domains. Using multiple sequence alignments with GGDEF- and EAL-containing proteins with dual activity, I predict *SwDGC* to have both cyclase and phosphodiesterase activity (Fig. 2-1). Indeed, in this study I demonstrate that *SwDGC* has both cyclase and phosphodiesterase functions and link its activity to the production of EPS (121).
**Figure 2-1.** Multiple sequence alignments of proteins containing both GGDEF and EAL domains. Top left: Alignment of the GGDEF domain only from proteins containing active GGDEF domains and inactive EAL domains. The GGDEF domain from *SwdGDC* has an average of a 32% identity score with other active GGDEF domains in GGDEF/EAL hybrid proteins with inactive EAL domains. Bottom left: Alignment of the EAL domain only from proteins containing inactive GGDEF domains and active EAL domains. The EAL domain from *SwdGDC* has an average of a 33% identity score with other active EAL domains in GGDEF/EAL hybrid proteins with inactive GGDEF domains. *SwdGDC* has the conserved DDFGTG sequence that is thought to be necessary for phosphodiesterase activity. Right: Alignment of both the GGDEF and EAL domains from proteins with active GGDEF and active EAL domains. *SwdGDC* has an average of a 31% identity score across both domains with GGDEF/EAL hybrid proteins with dual activity. Black bars: conserved amino acids; grey bars: similar amino acids; the * indicates the “GGDEF” & “EAL” sequences for which the domains are named.

*Shewanella* are ubiquitous in marine environments and are thought to be important in regulating global carbon and nitrogen cycles as well as the biodegradation of marine pollutants (127). *Shewanella* genomes generally have an very high number of GGDEF- and EAL-containing proteins; *S. oneidensis* is predicted to express 51 proteins with GGDEF domains, 27 proteins with EAL domains, and 20 proteins containing both GGDEF and EAL domains. *S. woodyi* carries genes for 45 GGDEF-containing proteins, 19 EAL-containing proteins, and 22 hybrid proteins. The high abundance of c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation proteins indicates a special role for c-di-GMP signalling in *Shewanella*, possibly due to the importance of biofilm growth for these bacteria. None of the GGDEF- or EAL-containing proteins in *S. woodyi* have ever been previously characterized.

*SwdGDC* is an interesting target for investigation because it is predicted, based on sequence, to have both GGDEF and EAL domains, but it does not contain a readily identifiable regulatory domain. Based on sequence, there is a predicted PAS (Per-Arnt-Sim) domain in the N-terminal region of *SwdGDC*. PAS domains are commonly found in signal transduction proteins as sensory domains and/or domains that mediate protein-protein interactions (128, 129).

Although the details of DGC regulation in bacteria are not well characterized, the current evidence indicates that c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation is regulated by signal transduction through a variety of sensors that monitor a variety of internal and external stimuli (86, 122, 130). GGDEF, EAL and HD-GYP domains are typically found associated with other domains that can receive signals (131). Sensorless GGDEF and EAL proteins have been characterized, such as
ScrC from *Vibrio parahaemolyticus* (132), but when a sensor is lacking in the primary amino acid sequence, enzymatic activity is usually regulated by a sensory domain acting in trans. The PAS domain in SwDGC is not readily identifiable as a known sensory PAS domain (e.g. heme-PAS) (133-135), although PAS domains usually share more structural than sequence homology. The PAS domain in SwDGC is likely involved in enzymatic regulation; whether it is acting as a sensory domain or mediating a protein-protein interaction with a sensory domain is not known at this time.

H-NOX (heme-nitric oxide/oxygen-binding) domains are a family of hemoprotein sensors that include the heme domain of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC), the well studied mammalian NO sensor (110). Like sGC, bacterial H-NOX proteins bind NO sensitively and selectivity (111, 113, 115, 136). Bioinformatics studies have revealed that several common effectors may be associated with H-NOX, including methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins, histidine kinases, and di-guanylate cyclases (137). Biochemical studies have indicated that NO/H-NOX is capable of regulating the enzymatic activity of associated effectors in several species (116, 138, 139). For example, an H-NOX in *Legionella pneumophila* has been found to inhibit biofilm formation, likely through regulation of an associated di-guanylate cyclase (138). Direct evidence for H-NOX and di-guanylate cyclase interaction and the mechanism of NO regulation of cyclase activity has not been demonstrated, however.
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.2.1 Multiple sequence alignment

ClustalW2 was used to generate multiple sequence alignments of GGDEF and EAL domains from GGDEF/EAL hybrid proteins. Proteins in the alignment are as follow:  
- **Sw**GGDEF from *Shewanella woodyi*;  
- **Ax**GGDEF from *Acetobacter xylinum*;  
- **St**GcpF from *Salmonella typhimurium*;  
- **Ax**PDE from *Acetobacter xylinum*;  
- **Cc**PDE from *Caulobacter crescentus*;  
- **Ec**YciR from *Escherichia coli*;  
- **Ms**DGC1 from *Mycobacterium smegmatis*;  
- **Rs**BphG1 from *Rhodobacter sphaeroides*;  
- **Vp**ScrC from *Vibrio parahaemolyticus*.

ClustalW2 was used to generate multiple sequence alignments of PAS domains. Proteins in the alignment are as follow:  
- **Ns**HNOBA from *Nostoc* sp.;  
- **Ax**PDE from *Acetobacter xylinum*;  
- **Ax**PDE from *Acetobacter xylinum*;  
- **Vp**ScrG from *Vibrio parahaemolyticus*.

2.2.2 Construction of expression plasmids

Genomic DNA was extracted from *Shewanella woodyi* (ATCC 51908) using the Wizard® kit from Promega. PCR was used to amplify **Swoo_2750** from *Shewanella woodyi* genomic DNA using the PfUUltra® AD polymerase (Stratagene). The upstream primer was 5’-ggaattccatgagtcacttgaggacagagaacaagtttttctg-3’. The downstream primer was 5’-ggaattccctcgagtttagcgggtaaagagatacagcgctgcatg-3’. Upstream and downstream primers contained *NdeI* and *XhoI* (New England Biolabs) restriction sites, respectively. All amplified PCR products were cloned into pET-28b (Novagen) in frame with an N-terminal (His)$_6$ tag followed by a stop codon and sequenced (Stony Brook sequencing core). Mutagenesis was carried out using the QuikChange® protocol from Stratagene. Mutagenesis for **Sw**GGAAF was carried out in two steps, serially replacing each acid residue with an alanine. The primers used were 5’-gttaacacaatagagaactcactcccccaacctgggca-3’ and its reverse complement followed by 5’-gttaacacaatagagaacgcagctcccccaacctgggca-3’ and its reverse complement. The mutagenic primers used to create the **Sw**AAL plasmid were 5’-ccaacggataaggctgagcagaaggtcacttc-3’ and its reverse complement.
2.2.3 Protein expression and purification

A single colony of SwDGC transformed E. coli Tuner (DE3) plysS cells were grown in YT media (10 g/L yeast extract and 15 g/L tryptone) with chloramphenicol (34 µg/mL) and kanamycin (10 µg/mL) at 37 °C and 250 rpm. When the optical density of cells reached ~0.5 at 600 nm, isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a final concentration 0.1 mM, and the temperature was lowered to 18 °C. Expression took place for 12 hours. The cells were then collected by centrifugation and resuspended in buffer A (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH = 8.0, 300 mM sodium chloride). The cells were then lysed by sonication, and centrifuged at 18,000 rpm for 2 hours. The supernatant was loaded onto a Ni-NTA column (GE Life Sciences) pre-equilibrated with buffer A. The column was washed with buffer A containing increasing concentrations of imidazole (20, 50, and 100 mM). The protein was then eluted with buffer A containing 250 mM immidazole. The protein fractions were combined and desalted into buffer B (50 mM Tris, pH = 7.5, 50 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM DTT, and 5% glycerol) using a PD-10 column (GE Life Sciences). Temperature was maintained at 4 °C during the entire purification process to minimize proteolysis. Protein aliquots were flash frozen and stored at -80 °C. Purity was checked using 12% SDS-PAGE. Cell culture procedures for SwH-NOX were carried out as previously described for other H-NOX proteins (136). Purification of the SwH-NOX protein took advantage of the C-terminal His<sub>6</sub> tag; SwH-NOX was purified by metal affinity chromatography (Ni-NTA) followed by gel filtration (Superdex 200 HiLoad 26/60).

2.2.4 Electronic spectroscopy

All electronic spectra were recorded on a Cary 100 spectrophotometer equipped with a constant temperature bath. Preparation of the various ligation complexes of H-NOX was carried out as previously published (136). NO dissociation rates were measured as previously described (136). Briefly, Fe<sup>2+</sup>-NO complexes of protein (5 µM heme final concentration) diluted in anaerobic 50 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.5 buffer were rapidly mixed with an anaerobic solution of 30 mM (final concentration) dithionite (Na<sub>2</sub>S<sub>2</sub>O<sub>4</sub>) saturated with carbon monoxide (CO) in the same buffer
It has been previously established that CO binding is not rate limiting in these experiments (142); this was confirmed in experiments using only 30 mM Na$_2$S$_2$O$_4$ without CO as a trap. Data were acquired by scanning periodically on a Cary 100 spectrophotometer equipped with a constant temperature bath set to 20 °C. The dissociation of NO from the heme was monitored as the formation of the Fe$^{2+}$-CO complex at 423 nm. Difference spectra were calculated by subtracting the first scan from each subsequent scan. The NO dissociation rate was determined from the increase in absorbance at 423 nm versus time and fit with a single or two parallel exponentials of the form $f(x) = A*(1-e(-k*x))$. Each experiment was performed a minimum of six times and the resulting rates were averaged. The dissociation rates measured are independent of CO and dithionite concentration (3, 30, and 300 mM dithionite were tested).

2.2.6 Trypsin digestion and Mass spectrometry analysis

Trypsin (0.5 mg/mL; Promega) was added at a 1:20 molar ratio to protein samples (20 µM final concentration) and the mixtures were incubated over night at 37 °C. α-Cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 50% acetonitrile as the matrix and 1:1, 2:1, 5:1, 10:1, 20:1 matrix to peptide ratio samples were prepared. Peptide samples (1 µL) were spotted on a MTP 384 massive target T plate (Bruker) for analysis by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization - time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry on an Autoflex II (Bruker) mass spectrometer. FlexControl and FlexAnalysis (Bruker) were used for data collection and analysis.

2.2.7 Enzymatic assay

This assay was based on one described previously. (40) $Sw$DGC wild type and mutants (10 µM) were incubated at 37 °C in buffer (75 mM Tris HCl, pH = 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 25 mM KCl, 200 µM GTP and 10 mM MgCl$_2$) for 0 – 12 hours. Aliquots (40 µL) were then heat denatured at 95 °C for 5 min, followed by centrifugation for 10 min at 14,000 rpm and filtered by Centriprep® filters (Millipore). Supernatant was analyzed by HPLC using reverse phase C18 column (Shimazu) with 10% methanol in buffer (50mM triethylammonium acetate, pH = 6.0). Peaks were collected and identified by comparison of retention times to standard nucleotides (c-di-GMP and pGpG [Biolog]) and MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy.
The spectrum settings were used as previously reported. Each experiment was repeated at least three times.

2.2.8 Congo red plate assay

This assay took place as previously reported. Briefly, agar plates containing 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L tryptone, and 15 g/L BactoAgar and supplemented with 50 µg/mL Congo red (CR) dye (Sigma-Aldrich) and IPTG (0.00, 0.05, and 0.10 mM) were prepared. Cell cultures of SwDGC constructs transformed into Tuner (DE3) plysS cells were shaken at 250 rpm in YT media at 37 °C until an OD of ~0.5 before being streaked onto the plates. Plates were incubated at 30 °C for 12 hours followed by incubation at room temperature for an additional 24 hours. The appearance of the bacterial growth was visually assessed for varying CR intensities. Each experiment was repeated at least three times.

2.2.9 Congo red liquid-binding assay

This assay took place as previously reported. Briefly, media containing 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L tryptone, and 150 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0) was supplemented with 25 µg/mL CR. Overnight cultures were diluted 100-fold in fresh media and grown to an OD of ~0.5 at 37 °C and 250 rpm. 1 mL aliquots of each culture were pipetted into sterile plastic culture tubes stoppered with styrofoam. Each culture was supplemented with IPTG (0.00, 0.05, and 0.10 mM) before being shaken at room temperature and at 250 rpm for 14 hours. After incubation, a 200,000-fold dilution was made from each tube and plated in order to calculate colony forming units (CFU). Plates were incubated at 30 °C for 12-16 hours. The rest of each culture was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 minutes and 100 µL of the supernatant was pipetted into a 96-well microtiter plate for absorbance measurements at 500 nm using Victor X microplate reader (Perkin Elmer). Each experiment was repeated at least three times.
2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Characterization of SwDGC

In order to investigate the enzymatic activity of SwDGC, it was cloned into a pET28b expression vector and overexpressed in E.coli Tuner (DE3) plysS cells. The enzyme was purified by His$_6$ affinity chromatography, and its purity was demonstrated by SDS-PAGE and MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometry (Fig. 2-2 & 2-3).

Figure 2-2. SwDGC purification and detection. (A) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE. Left to right: SwGGAAF, SwAAL, SwDGC, broad range protein ladder (New England Biolabs P7703S). (B) Western blot of SDS-PAGE using an antibody to the (His)$_6$ tag. Left to right: SwGGAAF, SwAAL, SwDGC, pre-stained ladder (New England Biolabs P7708S).

Figure 2-3. Mass spectroscopy of trypsin digested proteins. Peptides totalling 79% coverage of each protein were found. Top to bottom: SwDGC, SwAAL, and SwGGAAF. A mass shift from 1718 m/z to 1616 m/z indicated the success of the GGDEF to GGAAF mutation. Similarly, the success of the EAL to AAL mutation was demonstrated in a peak shift from 858 m/z to 1080 m/z in a chymotrypsin digest (data not shown). Enlarged pictures are included in appendix.

In order to asses its activity, purified SwDGC (10 µM) was incubated with 60 µM GTP in buffer containing 75 mM Tris HCl (pH = 7.5), 250 mM NaCl, 25 mM KCl, and 10 mM MgCl$_2$ at 37 °C for varying amounts of time after which the nucleotide products were separated and analyzed using reverse phase HPLC. As illustrated in Fig. 2-4, SwDGC has
both cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities. Peaks for c-di-GMP (28 min) and pGpG (5’-phosphoguanayl-(3’’,5’’)-guanosine) (13 min) appear within several minutes of reaction and their intensity increases over time, while the GTP peak (8 min) decreases over time (Fig. 2-4A & 2-4B). After reaction overnight (12 hours), the pGpG peak is dominant, although some c-di-GMP remains. The retention times for GTP, pGpG, and c-di-GMP were established using commercially available synthetic samples. The identities of the products were verified by MALDI-TOF MS performed on fractions containing the products with HPLC retention times of 28 and 13 minutes (Fig. 2-5).

Proteins containing mutations to the conserved GGDEF and EAL sequence motifs have been found to significantly hamper the cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities, respectively, in previous studies.(76) In order to establish the molecular basis of the cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities in SwDGC, I made key mutations to each active site to obtain the following mutants: SwAAL (SwDGC E415A) and SwGGAAF (SwDGC D287A/E288A). Using our HPLC assay, I demonstrate that, as predicted, SwAAL has cyclase activity but no phosphoesterase activity and SwGGAAF has no cyclase activity (Fig. 4C and 4D). After an overnight reaction, c-di-GMP is the dominate peak in the SwAAL reaction and GTP is the dominate peak in the SwGGAAF reaction. These results demonstrate that purified SwDGC has dual activities with an active GGDEF cyclase domain as well as an active EAL phosphodiesterase domain.
Figure 2-4. Enzymatic activity of \textit{SwDGC}. 60 \textmu M GTP was incubated with \textit{SwDGC} constructs at 37 °C and nucleotide products were separated by reverse phase HPLC monitored at 254 nm. (A) Nucleotide standards: GTP (8 min), pGpG (13 min) and c-di-GMP (28 min). (B) Wildtype \textit{SwDGC} after reaction for 1 hour (black) and 12 hours (grey). (C) \textit{SwGGAAF} after reaction for 12 hours. (D) \textit{SwAAL} after reaction for 12 hours. These results demonstrate that \textit{SwDGC} has active cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities.
I also investigated the potential of SwDGC to influence bacterial biofilm formation. C-di-GMP affects biofilm formation by increasing the production of EPS, the slimy matrix surrounding and protecting biofilm structures. (147) The earliest example of the relationship between c-di-GMP and EPS was found in *Acetobacter xylinum*, where c-di-GMP acts as an allosteric activator of the production of cellulose (a component of EPS). (148) As the intracellular pool of c-di-GMP increases, so does the production of EPS. Thus I determined the amount of EPS produced by Tuner (DE3) plysS cells expressing SwDGC and mutants. Although SwDGC is not a native *E. coli* protein, *E. coli* increases EPS production with increasing intracellular c-di-GMP. Thus measuring *E. coli* EPS production gives us an indication of SwDGC activity in a cellular environment.

Congo red (CR) is a general dye used to stain cellulose (a major component of EPS) that is widely used to detect c-di-GMP production. (41, 70, 145, 149, 150) I used CR to visualize EPS producion in our SwDGC knock-in constructs. *E. coli* transformed with SwDGC and mutants were streaked on agar plates containing 50 µg/mL CR, for EPS visualization, and a range of IPTG concentrations (0 – 100 µM), to induce protein expression. After incubation at 30 ºC for 24 hours followed by incubation at room temperature for another 48 hours, cells expressing active SwDGC produce more EPS, as demonstrated by a more intense red color than controls (Fig. 2-6A). SwGGAAF did not increase EPS production and was similar to the
empty pET28b vector negative control, while SwAAL was similar to wildtype as assessed by visual intensity of CR staining. These results indicate that active SwDGC cyclase activity increases the intracellular pool of c-di-GMP, which leads to increased EPS production.

To quantify the relationship between SwDGC activity and EPS production, I monitored CR-EPS binding in liquid cultures. \(^{(146)}\) E. coli transformed with SwDGC constructs were grown in leuria broth supplemented with 25 µg/mL CR and 150 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) at 37 °C and 250 rpm until an optical density reading of the culture was 0.5. Varying concentrations of IPTG were then added to the cultures (0 - 100 µM) and they were incubated at room temperature for 14 hours. After incubation with IPTG, a 200,000-fold dilution of each sample was plated in order to calculate the number of colony forming units (CFUs). The rest of each culture was then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm to pellet the cells and EPS generated during the reaction as well as the EPS-bound CR. By comparing the absorbance of the initial concentration of CR in media with no cells to the amount of CR remaining in the media following centrifugation, the amount of CR removed from solution by EPS binding can be quantified. CR absorption was normalized to CFUs in order to report the EPS production per viable cell in these experiments.
Figure 2-6. CR staining of EPS production in SwDGC *E. coli* knock-in strains. (A) SwDGC constructs streaked on agar plates containing 50 µg/mL CR and 0 µM (left), 50 µM (middle), and 100 µM IPTG. Each plate contains the following SwDGC constructs: clockwise from top left, pET28b (empty vector), SwDGC wildtype, SwGGAAF, SwAAL. (B) SwDGC constructs grown in LB containing 25 µg/mL CR and varying IPTG. This assay allows quantification of EPS production per viable cell. Both assays indicate that SwDGC activity affects c-di-GMP concentration in cells.

The results are shown in Fig. 2-6B. As in the plate assay, the SwGGAAF mutant produces only basal levels of EPS, comparable to the amount produced by *E. coli* transformed with pET28b only (negative control) at all IPTG concentrations, but both SwDGC and SwAAL show robust CR binding at 100 µM IPTG. SwAAL produces only slightly more EPS than wildtype according to this assay, raising the possibility that the EAL domain is not fully active in the *E. coli* knock-in experiments or that an unknown *E. coli* factor is inhibiting its activity. It is also possible that c-di-GMP generated in this assay binds with higher affinity or a faster rate to downstream targets in *E. coli* than to the EAL domain of SwDGC. If this were true, c-di-GMP would influence EPS production and not be degraded by the EAL domain. I cannot distinguish between these possibilities in this experiment, but experiments to examine
the activity of SwDGC in its native environment, which I did in later chapter, should help to clarify the activity of the EAL domain in *S. woodyi*.

### 2.3.2 Characterization of SwH-NOX

I hypothesize that SwH-NOX is a NO sensor that regulates the enzymatic activity of SwDGC. In order to test this hypothesis, the ligand binding properties of SwH-NOX were characterized. Like all H-NOX domains, SwH-NOX is a histidine-ligated protoporphyrin IX hemoprotein that senses NO through ligation to the ferrous iron atom. Thus ligand binding to the heme chromophore is easily monitored using electronic spectroscopy. UV-visible spectra of SwH-NOX in the Fe$^{2+}$ unligated, Fe$^{2+}$-CO, and Fe$^{2+}$-NO complexes at room temperature are shown in Fig. 2-7 and compared to sGC, and other bacterial histidyl-ligated heme proteins in Table 2-1. Like sGC and other members of the H-NOX family from aerobic organisms, SwH-NOX does not bind molecular oxygen; there is no shift in the UV-visible spectrum of the Fe$^{2+}$ unligated complex upon prolonged exposure to air. The ferrous complexes of SwH-NOX are similar to sGC and all other H-NOX proteins characterized to date (Table 2-1), substantiating SwH-NOX membership in the H-NOX family.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Soret (nm) Fe$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Soret (nm) Fe$^{2+}$-CO</th>
<th>Soret (nm) Fe$^{2+}$-NO</th>
<th>$k_{off}$ (NO) ($10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwH-NOX</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>15.2 ± 3.5</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sGC$^a$</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>(151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VfH-NOX$^b$</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>21 ± 0.6</td>
<td>(139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VcH-NOX$^c$</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>ND$^f$</td>
<td>(108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LpH-NOX$^d$</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>10.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>(136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoH-NOX$^e$</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>ND$^f$</td>
<td>(116)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H-NOX from $^a$bovine lung (H-NOX is one domain of sGC), $^b$*Vibrio fischeri*, $^c$*Vibrio cholera*, $^d$*Legionella pneumophila*, $^e$*Shewanella oneidensis*. $^f$Not determined.

**TABLE 2-1.** Ligand binding properties of ferrous H-NOX proteins from multiple species. Soret band electronic absorption maxima and the NO dissociation rate constant are shown.
Figure 2-7. SwH-NOX has the ligand binding properties of a NO sensor. Electronic absorption spectra of SwH-NOX as the Fe$^{3+}$-aquo, Fe$^{2+}$-unligated, Fe$^{2+}$-CO complex, and Fe$^{2+}$-NO complex at 20 °C. Detection of GST via Anti-GST Western blot. The far left lane is a molecular weight marker; in the next lane to the right, the bottom band is GST alone (~23 KDa; negative control); in the subsequent three lanes, the top bands are GST-SwDGC, GST-SwAAL, and GST-SwGGAAF, respectively, and the bottom bands are GST domains proteolyzed from the larger GST-tagged constructs.

SwH-NOX has a $k_{off}$ (NO) of 1.5 * $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ at 20 °C (Fig. 2-8). This $k_{off}$ (NO) is very similar to sGC and other characterized members of the H-NOX family (136). Assuming a nearly diffusion limited $k_{on}$ of ~4.5 * $10^{8}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ at 20 °C, as has been observed for other H-NOX proteins (152, 153), the $K_{D}$ (NO) for SwH-NOX is in the picomolar range. These data indicate that SwH-NOX has the properties to be a sensitive and selective NO sensor in S. woodyi.
Figure 2-8. NO dissociation from the SwH-NOX heme is slow. Kinetic analysis of the dissociation rate for the Fe$^{2+}$-NO complex of SwH-NOX.
2.4 DISCUSSION

Cyclic-di-GMP signaling is used by many bacteria to control biofilm formation. As biofilm formation is an important survival strategy for many bacteria, the synthesis and degradation of cyclic-di-GMP is tightly regulated by enzymes containing domains with conserved GGDEF and EAL sequence motifs, respectively. In this report I characterize a protein with both cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities and demonstrate that it contributes to secretion of the extracellular polysaccharide matrix, an important step in early biofilm formation.

Our results show that SwDGC is, as predicted, a dual-functioning diguanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase hybrid protein. Mutagenesis shows that the conserved GGDEF and EAL domains are essential for these activities. Furthermore, SwDGC is capable of affecting EPS production, presumably by altering intracellular c-di-GMP levels. Thus, SwDGC is a likely candidate for regulation of biofilm growth. In addition, I have also investigated SwH-NOX as a potential NO sensor. Its ligand bind properties, especially tight NO binding kinetics, proves that SwH-NOX may play an important role, as other H-NOX family members do, in sensing nitric oxide.

Since two genes for SwDGC and SwH-NOX respectively, are predicted to be in the same putative operon. And no regulator is known for SwDGC, as SwH-NOX does not have an effector, either. Thus, I proposed that these two proteins may interact with each other, and the signal transduction will be expected to happen through the interaction. With that hypothesis, I later test how NO enters c-di-GMP pathway, which is a central pathway in biofilm cycle.
Chapter 3

NO regulation of c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation

ABSTRACT

Although several reports have documented nitric oxide (NO) regulation of biofilm formation, the molecular basis of this phenomenon is unknown. In many bacteria, a H-NOX (heme-nitric oxide/oxygen binding) gene is found near a di-guanylate cyclase (DGC) gene. H-NOX domains are conserved hemoproteins that are known NO sensors. It is widely recognized that cyclic-di-GMP is a ubiquitous bacterial signaling molecule that regulates the transition between motility and biofilm. Therefore, NO may influence biofilm formation through H-NOX regulation of DGC, thus providing a molecular-level explanation for NO regulation of biofilm formation. This work demonstrates that, indeed, NO/H-NOX negatively affects biofilm formation by directly regulating c-di-GMP turnover in Shewanella woodyi strain MS32. Exposure of wild-type S. woodyi to nanomolar NO resulted in the formation of thinner biofilms, and less intracellular c-di-GMP, than in the absence of NO. Also, a mutant strain in the gene coding for SwH-NOX showed decreased biofilm formation (and decreased intracellular c-di-GMP) with no change observed upon NO addition. Furthermore, using purified proteins, it was demonstrated that SwH-NOX and SwDGC are binding partners. SwDGC is a dual-functioning DGC; it has di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities. These data indicate that NO-bound SwH-NOX enhances c-di-GMP degradation, but not synthesis, by SwDGC. These results support the biofilm growth data and indicate that S. woodyi senses nanomolar NO with a H-NOX domain and that SwH-NOX regulates SwDGC activity, resulting in a reduction in c-di-GMP concentration and decreased biofilm growth in the presence of NO. These data provide a detailed molecular mechanism for NO regulation of c-di-GMP signaling and biofilm formation.
3.1 INTRODUCTION

Most bacteria can switch between sessile and planktonic growth to adapt to varying environmental conditions. Biofilms, sessile, surface-attached bacterial communities, are widespread, persistent, and highly resistant to antibiotics (154). Effective new strategies for controlling biofilms are needed, but the biochemical pathways underlying their regulation must first be elucidated.

Nitric oxide, a well-known signaling molecule in mammals (155), has been shown to regulate bacterial biofilms at physiological concentrations. For example, in *Nitrosomonas europaea*, NO levels above 30 ppb result in biofilm formation and below 5 ppb in biofilm dispersal (156). NO also plays an important signaling role in biofilm dispersal in the cystic fibrosis-associated pathogen *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (157). The dispersal of *P. aeruginosa* biofilms was observed upon treatment with the NO donor sodium nitroprusside at 25 nM, a sub-lethal concentration. Taking advantage of the observation that NO can disperse biofilms, several methods have been developed to treat biofilms using NO-releasing materials (105, 158, 159). Despite these observations, the NO signaling pathway that regulates biofilm formation is not known.

Biofilm formation is a complex process with fundamental regulatory mechanisms still widely debated (160). Nonetheless, it is clear that bis-(3′-5′)-cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (cyclic-di-GMP; c-di-GMP) is a secondary messenger widely used by bacteria to regulate biofilm formation (33, 161, 162). As the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP goes up, bacteria enter biofilm or persistence growth modes (42). The intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP is controlled through two enzymatic activities. Di-guanylate cyclases synthesize c-di-GMP from two molecules of GTP and phosphodiesterases hydrolyze c-di-GMP to pGpG. Di-guanylate cyclase activity is predicted by a conserved GGDEF amino acid motif (163); similarly, EAL (42) or HD-GYP (79) amino acid motifs are conserved in phosphodiesterases for the degradation of c-di-GMP. Thus, in bacteria, GGDEF and EAL or HD-GYP domains inversely regulate c-di-GMP levels (41).

Invariably, there are input sensory domains associated with GGDEF and EAL/HD-GYP domains, suggesting that c-di-GMP concentrations are controlled by signal transduction from a variety of environmental stimuli (124). Stimuli known to regulate c-di-GMP formation and hydrolysis
include blue light (164), intercellular molecules (165), and oxygen (68). Interestingly, the Kjelleberg group has shown that NO mediates phosphodiesterase activity to enhance biofilm dispersal in *P. aeruginosa* (166); the NO sensor and NO-sensitive phosphodiesterase have not been identified, however.

H-NOX (heme-nitric oxide/oxygen-binding) domains are a family of hemoprotein sensors that include the heme domain of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC), the well studied mammalian NO sensor (110). Like sGC, bacterial H-NOX proteins bind NO sensitively and selectively (111, 113, 115, 136). Bioinformatics studies have revealed that several common effectors may be associated with H-NOX, including methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins, histidine kinases, and di-guanylate cyclases (137). Biochemical studies have indicated that NO/H-NOX is capable of regulating the enzymatic activity of associated effectors in several species (116, 138, 139). For example, an H-NOX in *Legionella pneumophila* has been found to inhibit biofilm formation, likely through regulation of an associated di-guanylate cyclase (138). Direct evidence for H-NOX and di-guanylate cyclase interaction and the mechanism of NO regulation of cyclase activity has not been demonstrated, however.

I have previously shown that *Swoo_2750* (SwDGC) from *Shewanella woodyi* strain MS32 (SwMS32; crosslisted as strain ATCC 51908), has both c-di-GMP synthesis and hydrolysis activities, as predicted from the presence of a GGDEF and an EAL domain in its primary structure (118). Here I demonstrate that NO regulates biofilm formation in *S. woodyi* through changes in c-di-GMP concentration and that *SwH-NOX* (*Swoo_2751*) and SwDGC are responsible for this NO biofilm phenotype. Furthermore, these results indicate that *SwH-NOX* and SwDGC directly interact and that NO-bound H-NOX regulates the enzymatic activity of SwDGC. The data presented here, reveal for the first time, a molecular mechanism detailing NO regulation of c-di-GMP metabolism and biofilm formation.
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Bacterial strains and growth conditions

Strains used in this study are listed in Table 3-1. *E. coli* strains DH5α, BL21(DE3)pLysS, Tuner(DE3)pLysS, and Rossetta2(DE3) were used throughout this study for plasmid amplification and protein purification. *E. coli* were typically grown in Luria Broth (LB; 20 g/L; EMD chemicals) at 37 °C with agitation at 250 rpm. *E. coli* strain WM3064 was used as a donor for conjugation and was grown in LB complemented with 2,3-Diaminopropionic acid (DAP; 0.36 mM; Sigma Aldrich) at 37 °C with agitation at 250 rpm (VWR™ International). *Sw*MS32 was grown in Marine Media Broth (MM; 28 g/L; BD Difco) at 25 °C with agitation at 250 rpm. *Sw* transconjugants were grown on LB (10 g/L) / MM (14 g/L) / Bacto Agar (BA; 10 g/L; BD Difco) plates at 25 °C.

**TABLE 3-1.** Strains, plasmids and primers used in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strains and plasmids</th>
<th>Relevant characteristics</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bacterial strains</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. woodyi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sw</em>MS32 (WT)</td>
<td><em>Shewanella woodyi MS32, ATCC 51908</em></td>
<td>(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δhnox</td>
<td><em>Sw</em>MS32 Δ<em>Swoo_2751</em></td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δhnox/phnox</td>
<td><em>Sw</em>MS32 Δhnox phnox, Km&lt;sup&gt;r&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM3064</td>
<td>Mating strain</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL21(DE3) pLysS</td>
<td>Expression strain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plasmids</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSMV3</td>
<td>Deletion vector, Km&lt;sup&gt;r&lt;/sup&gt;, sacB</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBBR1MCS-2</td>
<td>Broad range cloning vector, Km&lt;sup&gt;r&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pΔhnox</td>
<td>pSMV3 with 1kbp upstream and downstream of <em>hnox</em></td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>phnox</em></td>
<td>pBBR1MCS-2 with <em>hnox</em> and 32bp upstream of <em>hnox</em></td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene deletion primers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sw</em>2751-up-fw</td>
<td><em>NNNGGATCCCACTATGTTTGGACACCTAAG</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sw</em>2751-up-rev</td>
<td><em>NNNGGAATTCAACATTAGCCCTGTTTAA</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sw</em>2751-down-fw</td>
<td><em>NNNGAATTCTTTATGAGTGCACCTTGGAGGAC</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sw</em>2751-down-rev</td>
<td><em>NNNNNNNNGNCCGCGCCACAAATAGAGAACCTCATCTC</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation primers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hnox</em>-up-fw</td>
<td>GGATCTGTCTCCGCTTGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hnox</em>-down-rev</td>
<td>GGTTACTTTGTGGACACAGTGG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.2.2 Construction of in-frame gene disruption mutant strains

PCR was used to amplify regions of genomic DNA flanking the H-NOX gene \((Swoo\_2751)\) from \textit{Shewanella woodyi} strain MS32 genomic DNA (ATCC strain 51908) using Phusion\textsuperscript{®} polymerase (New England Biolabs). The upstream genomic DNA was amplified with forward and reverse primers \((Sw2751-up-fw, Sw2751-up-rev)\) containing \textit{NotI} and \textit{EcoRI} restriction sites, respectively. The downstream genomic DNA was amplified with forward and reverse primers \((Sw2751-down-fw, Sw2751-down-rev, Table 1)\) containing \textit{EcoRI} and \textit{BamHI} restriction sites, respectively. The up- and downstream fragments were fused by ligation at the common \textit{EcoRI} restriction site. This fused product was cloned into pSMV3 \((I67)\) using the \textit{NotI} and \textit{BamHI} restriction sites and sequenced (Stony Brook DNA sequencing facility). The resulting vector \((pA\text{hnox}, Table 1)\) was transformed into the plasmid donor strain \textit{E. coli} WM3064 and grown on LB/DAP/BA plates with kanamycin added to a concentration of 10 µg/ml. WM3064 transformed with the deletion vector was mated with \textit{SwMS32} in a 1:3 ratio on LB/MM/DAP agar for 2 days at 25 °C. The \textit{S. woodyi} transconjugants containing the deletion vector were selected on LB/MM/BA plates supplemented with 60 µg/mL kanamycin and verified by colony PCR \((hnox-up-fw, and hnox-down-rev, Table 1)\). The selected colonies were then plated on LB/MM/BA plates containing 5% sucrose at 25 °C in order to select for double recombination events. Plates were then replica printed onto LB/MM/BA plates with and without added kanamycin (60 µg/mL) at 25 °C; kanamycin sensitive colonies were screened by colony PCR for gene deletion using primers \textit{hnox-up-fw}, and \textit{hnox-down-rev} (Table 1).

3.2.3 Construction of gene disruption mutant complementation plasmids

PCR was used to amplify \textit{Swoo\_2751} from \textit{Shewanella woodyi} genomic DNA (ATCC) using Pfu Turbo polymerase (Agilent). Upstream and downstream primers contained \textit{BamHI} and \textit{EcoRI} restriction sites, respectively, as well as 26 base pairs of upstream target gene sequence so that all ribosome binding sites would be identical \((hnox\text{-comp 1, and } hnox\text{-comp 2, Table 1})\). The

* Ns represent random nucleobases that are designed to protect restriction sites.
amplified PCR products were cloned into the broad host range plasmid pBBR1MCS-2 (168) and sequenced (Stony Brook DNA sequencing facility). The resulting phnox plasmid (Table 1) was introduced into the gene disrupted strains via conjugation as previously described (167).

3.2.4 Biofilm imaging by confocal microscopy

Microscopy images were obtained on a Zeiss LSM 510 Metanlo Two-Photon Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope System. 15 mL of a 1:1000 dilution of an overnight culture of S. woodyi in MM was added to a sterile 50 mL conical centrifuge tube containing a glass microscope slide. Biofilms were grown under steady-state conditions at 25 °C with slow agitation at 50 rpm for 24 hours. Following the growth period, the slide was thoroughly rinsed with distilled water and the adhered biofilm cells were stained with the LIVE/DEAD BacLight™ kit (Invitrogen™), according to the manufacturer’s protocol, for 15 minutes. The biofilm formed at the air-liquid interface was then imaged and analyzed. The air-liquid interface was ~3 mm wide (in the X dimension, along the longest side of the microscope slide), as determined from crystal violet staining of identically obtained biofilms on microscope slides. The biofilm thickness (XZ dimension, i.e., the height of the biofilm measured from the surface of the microscope slide to the top of the biofilm) was measured at 3 different locations in each experiment and averaged to determine the mean biofilm thickness. The locations were chosen randomly, but generally one spot near the middle of the slide and one from each edge of the slide (in the Y dimension) were chosen. Multiple locations were measured because bacterial biofilms are often not of uniform thickness. These measurements may not account for all the variation in biofilm thickness, but they provide an estimate of biofilm thickness for comparison between wild-type and Δhnox mutant S. woodyi strains. Biofilm mass was quantified using crystal violet staining (see below). Confocal images for each of three independently grown biofilms of each strain (wild-type and Δhnox mutant S. woodyi) were separately obtained and analyzed. The mean thickness from each trial was determined from measurements at multiple locations. The mean thickness from three independent trials ± 1 standard deviation is reported.

3.2.5 Crystal violet (CV) staining for biofilm quantification

Steady-state biofilm formation, at the air-liquid interface, in shaking culture was examined in 96-well polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plates as has been previously described (169), with a few
modifications. A 100 µL subculture (1:100 dilution of an overnight culture of S. woodyi) in MM was incubated at 25 °C for 24 hours with slow agitation (50 rpm). The planktonic cells and media were then removed and the remaining biofilm was rigorously washed with water followed by staining with 200 µL of 0.1% CV in water for 15 minutes. Next the CV solution was removed and the wells were rinsed 3 times with distilled water and allowed to thoroughly dry. Then 100 µL of DMSO was added to each well to solubilize the CV adsorbed by the biofilm cells. The DMSO/CV solution was removed from the PVC plate and added to a polystyrene 96-well plate and the OD₅₇₀ was measured by a Perkin Elmer Victor™ X5 multilabel reader. The data are reported as the CV absorbance at 570 nm divided by the optical density of the planktonic and biofilm cells at 600 nm. For biofilms grown in the presence of NO, the 100-fold diluted overnight culture was diluted into MM supplemented with 200 µM diethylenetriamine NONOate (DETA/NO; Cayman Chemicals; DETA/NO t₁/₂ = 20 hours and 56 hours at 37 °C and 22-25 °C, respectively) that had been decaying for 20 hours at 37 °C (~1 half-life; it was cooled to 25 °C before inoculation). NONOates are NO donating compounds that are stable as solids, but spontaneously release NO in a pH-dependent manner in solution. Using a Nitric Oxide Analyzer 280i (Sievers) it was determined that this resulted in a solution NO concentration of less than 100 nM (slowly decreased from ~80 nM to ~60 nM) during the length of NO exposure. From there the protocol was identical. Each biofilm condition was run a minimum of ten times in one experiment and the entire experiment was performed a minimum of three times. The mean ± 1 standard deviation is reported.

3.2.6 Quantification of c-di-GMP

Intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations were quantified as has been described (170), with slight modifications. Briefly, a single S. woodyi wild-type or mutant colony from a MM/BA plate was grown to an optical density of 1.5 at 600 nm at 25 °C with agitation at 250 rpm in MM. Cultures were then diluted 1:1000 and grown at 25 °C with agitation at 250 rpm for 24 hours. Formaldehyde (final concentration 0.18%) was then added to prevent c-di-GMP degradation. 1 mL of this culture was pelleted by centrifuging at 6000 rpm for 5 minutes. The pellet was then resuspended in 400 µL ice cold extraction buffer (40% methanol, 40% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid, 19.9% Milli-Q water) and vortexed for 30 seconds followed by incubation on ice for 15 minutes. The resultant lysates were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 5 minutes and the pellets were
discarded. The supernatant was then dried by rotary evaporation and the remaining pellet was resuspended in 50 µL Milli-Q water. C-di-GMP was separated and quantified for each sample by HPLC (Shimadzu LC-2010A HT) using a Shimadzu Shimpack XR-ODS c-8 column. Separations were conducted in 0.1 M TEAA (triethylammonium acetate) solution (pH 6.0) at 0.1 mL/min rate with 10% methanol. C-di-GMP concentration was determined by comparison to a standard curve generated from known concentrations of c-di-GMP (Biolog Life Science Institute) run on the HPLC under identical conditions. The HPLC peak assigned to c-di-GMP was confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry (a peak in the mass spectrum at m/z = 691 g/mol was observed; the expected mass for c-di-GMP is 690 g/mol). To introduce NO, 50 µM diethylamine NONOate (DEA/NO; Cayman Chemicals; DEA/NO t½ = 2 mins and 16 mins at 37 ºC and 22-25 ºC, respectively) was added 20 minutes before harvesting the cells. The DEA/NO had been pre-decayed for at 25 ºC before addition to the S. woodyi cultures. A Nitric Oxide Analyzer 280i (Sievers) was used to determine that the solution NO concentration was less than 100 nM (decayed from ~80 nM to ~50 nM) during the length of NO exposure in these experiments. The result was normalized by cell mass. Each data set was independently obtained a minimum of three times. The mean c-di-GMP concentration, relative to the wild-type strain, ± 1 standard deviation is reported.

3.2.7 Pull-down assay

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusions of SwDGC, SwGGAAF, and SwAAL were created by subcloning SwDGC and mutants from pET28b(+) into a pGEX4t-2 (GE Life Science) vector by PCR amplification using Pfu Turbo polymerase. Upstream and downstream primers contained BamHI and XhoI restriction sites, respectively. GST constructs were purified from Rosetta2(DE3) cells (induced with 250 µM IPTG overnight at 16 ºC). Glutathione sepharose beads with protein bound were washed in 50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM PMSF, 2 mM DTT and 0.5% Triton X-100. Following washing, 10 µM His6 tagged SwH-NOX was added to the beads in a final volume of 1 mL in the same buffer and incubated overnight at 4 ºC with gentle rocking. Beads were then washed 3 times with the same buffer and then boiled in 50 µL of SDS sample buffer. 10 µL of this reaction was loaded onto a 12.5% Tris glycine gel for Western Blot analysis. Polyclonal anti-His antibody (Abcam) was used in 5% milk to detect the presence of His6 tagged SwH-NOX.
3.2.8 Steady-state kinetics analysis

Steady-state kinetic parameters for di-guanylate cyclase activity were determined using SwAAL. SwAAL (50 nM) was incubated with various concentrations of GTP (0.5 – 50 µM) at 25 ºC in buffer containing 75 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 25 mM KCl, and 10 mM MgCl2. Initial velocities were determined by following the production of pyrophosphate (PPI) using the PhosphoWorks™ kit (AAT bioquest) on a Perkin Elmer Victor™ X5 multilabel reader. In this assay, PPI (a c-di-GMP co-product of di-guanylate cyclase activity) is detected by a turn-on fluorescent PPI sensor. To obtain the actual product concentration (used for calculation of the initial velocity and other kinetic parameters), the raw values of the fluorescence versus time data were normalized to a standard curve generated by plotting the fluorescence of known concentrations of commercial pyrophosphate detected using the PhosphoWorks assay.

Steady-state kinetic parameters for phosphodiesterase activity were determined using SwGGAAF. SwGGAAF (50 nM) was incubated with various concentrations of c-di-GMP (0.5 – 25 µM) at 25 ºC in buffer containing 50 mM Tris, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5. Initial velocities were determined by following the production of phosphate using a modified Invitrogen EnzChek™ kit on a Cary 100 spectrophotometer equipped with a constant temperature bath set to 25 ºC. 1U of calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP from New England Biolabs; 10 unit/mL) was added to the kit contents to convert the product pGpG to phosphate (for detection by EnzChek) and GpG. To obtain the actual product concentration (used for calculation of the initial velocity and other kinetic parameters), the raw values of the absorbance versus time data were normalized to a standard curve generated by plotting the absorbance of known concentrations of commercial pGpG (Biolog) detected using the modified EnzChek assay.

In both assays, the initial velocity (V_i) was determined by plotting the corresponding product concentration versus time and fitting the date with the linear regression formula ([product] = V_i * t + C), where C is basal absorbance and t is time. V_max and K_M were determined by plotting V_i versus substrate concentration and fitting with the Michaelis-Menten equation [(V_i = (V_max * [substrate]) / ([substrate] + K_M)]. k_cat was calculated from V_max (k_cat = V_max / [enzyme]). Origin 7.0 was used for all fittings. In reactions containing SwH-NOX, pre-incubation of SwH-NOX (varying concentration, 1 – 20 µM) with SwAAL or SwGGAAF was carried out for 20 minutes at 25 ºC before the addition of substrate to initiate the reaction. All of the coupling
enzymes used in the EnzChek kit™ assay as well as including CIP were determined not to be rate limiting (doubling the concentration of each coupling enzyme did not affect the initial velocity measured; see Table 3-2).

**TABLE 3-2.** Phosphodiesterase steady-state kinetics assay coupling enzyme control reactions. Initial velocity of phosphodiesterase cyclase activity (standard conditions: $[SwGGAAF] = 50\text{nM; } [c\text{-di-GMP}] = 10\text{µM; } ^a[PNP] = 1\text{U; } ^b[CIP] = 1\text{U; changes where noted})$ at $25^\circ \text{C}$. Error analysis was determined from at least three independent trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>$^cV_i (\text{min}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$SwGGAAF$</td>
<td>standard conditions</td>
<td>0.026 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2xSwGGAAF$</td>
<td>100 nM $SwGGAAF$</td>
<td>0.055 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2xCIP</td>
<td>2U CIP</td>
<td>0.022 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2xPNP</td>
<td>2U PNP</td>
<td>0.024 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$I used the EnzChek phosphate detection kit from Invitrogen; 1U of PNP (purine nucleoside phosphorylase, standard kit component) was used as per Invitrogen’s protocol in our standard assay conditions. $^b$CIP (calf intestinal phosphatase; New England Biolabs) was added to each phosphodiesterase assay at a concentration of 1U in our standard assay conditions. $^c$The $V_i$ values reported in this table are for the raw absorbance data plotted versus time. They are not normalized to a standard curve for pGpG concentration. $^d$These data indicate that $SwGGAAF$ phosphodiesterase activity, and not CIP or PNP activity, is the rate limiting step in our assays, thus I are indeed reporting the $V_i$ of $SwGGAAF$ activity.

**3.2.9 Congo red (CR) visualization of extracellular polysaccharide matrix production**

A vector expressing both $SwH$-NOX and $SwDGC$ was created by subcloning each gene into pETDuet-1 (Novagen) by PCR amplification using Pfu Turbo polymerase. Upstream and downstream primers contained NdeI and XhoI restriction sites, respectively for $SwH$-NOX and NotI and NcoI, respectively for $SwDGC$. Vectors expressing only $SwH$-NOX or only $SwDGC$ were also created. Transformed E. coli constructs were grown in LB containing 25 µg/mL CR, ± 0.1 mM IPTG, and ± ~60 nM NO (200 µM dipropylenetriamine NONOate [Cayman Chemicals; $t_{1/2} = 3$ hours at 37 °C]). EPS production was measured by removal of CR from the media upon binding to EPS, as I have previously described (118).

**3.2.10 Growth Curve**

This was done using the method described in the preceding chapter. For the addition of NO, the 1000-fold diluted overnight culture was diluted into media supplemented with varying amounts of DETA/NO (DPTA/NO) that had been decaying for 20 hours (2 hours) at 37 °C.
3.2.11 Reverse transcription

Total RNA was extracted from *S. woodyi* cells using PureLink™ RNA mini kit (Invitrogen). The RNA mixture was then subjected to a reverse transcription (RT) reaction using the Dynamo™ cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Scientific). The cDNA products of RT were used as the template in the following PCR reactions. The PCR products were separated on a 1.2% agarose gel.
3.3 RESULTS

Despite intense research efforts, regulation of biofilm development is not well understood (154). However, it has become apparent that the signaling molecule NO plays a role in biofilm development (156, 157, 166). In order to provide molecular details concerning how NO affects biofilm growth, in this report I investigate our hypothesis that NO influences biofilm formation through H-NOX regulation of c-di-GMP metabolism.

3.3.1 Correlation of biofilm thickness on SwH-NOX

In order to determine if H-NOX plays a role in biofilm growth in S. woodyi, biofilms of wild-type and Δhnnox mutant S. woodyi strains were grown on microscope slides. Deletion of the SwH-NOX gene does not lead to any delay in cell growth (Fig. 3-1). Biofilms formed at the air-liquid interface were stained with SYTO®9 (green; stains live cells) and propidium iodide (red; stains dead cells only) and imaged by confocal microscopy (171). In this experiment the thickness and density of biofilm formation, as well as cell viability, can be visualized. As illustrated in Fig. 3-1 and 3-2, wild-type S. woodyi forms robust biofilms under aerobic conditions. I call S. woodyi biofilms robust because I consistently get thick, well-adhered films; the cells are not easily scraped off the surface and one can visually see a band of cells at the liquid-air interface. As shown in Fig. 3-2, in comparison to wild-type, deletion of SwH-NOX results in a visible decrease in the density and thickness of the biofilm formed (average biofilm coverage: SwMS32 = ~100%; Δhnnox = ~50%, average biofilm thicknesses: SwMS32 = 6.9 ± 0.4 µm; Δhnnox = 5.0 ± 0.9 µm). In all cases, the biofilm cells were healthy; live/dead staining indicated few dead cells. Therefore I conclude that SwH-NOX affects biofilm appearance in S. woodyi. These findings led us to further investigate, and quantify, the role of SwH-NOX and NO in biofilm formation.
A. DETA/NO (DETA/NO $t_{1/2} = 20$ hours and 56 hours at 37 °C and 22-25 °C, respectively), which is used as an external NO source in this study, is non-toxic to *S. woodyi* up to ~1 mM under the experimental conditions tested. B. In-frame disruption of the *hnox* gene does not affect the growth rate of *S. woodyi*.

**FIGURE 3-1.** Growth curves of wild-type and Δ*hnox* mutant *S. woodyi*, as well as *E. coli* expressing recombinant *SwH-NOX* and *SwDGC*. A. DETA/NO (DETA/NO $t_{1/2} = 20$ hours and 56 hours at 37 °C and 22-25 °C, respectively), which is used as an external NO source in this study, is non-toxic to *S. woodyi* up to ~1 mM under the experimental conditions tested. B. In-frame disruption of the *hnox* gene does not affect the growth rate of *S. woodyi*. 
FIGURE 3-2 $SwH$-NOX regulates biofilm formation. Biofilms of wild-type and $\Delta hnox$ mutant $S.\ woodyi$ stained with SYTO®9 (green; stains all cells) and propidium iodide (red; stains dead cells) and imaged by confocal laser scanning microscopy. Top: XY view of a $SwMS32$ biofilm; bottom: XY view of a $\Delta hnox$ biofilm. Bar = 20 µm.
A. Biofilms of wild-type and Δhnox mutant *S. woodyi* formed at the liquid-air interface of PVC plates after 24 hours of growth, in the presence and absence of NO (gradual decrease from ~80 to ~60 nM during the 24 growth period), quantified by CV staining. Each biofilm condition was run a minimum of twelve times in one experiment and the entire experiment was performed a minimum of three times. The mean ± 1 standard deviation is reported.

B. Intracellular c-di-GMP concentration of wild-type and Δhnox mutant *S. woodyi* in the presence and absence of NO (decrease from ~80 to ~50 nM during exposure). The c-di-GMP concentration relative to the concentration of c-di-GMP in SwMS32 in the absence of NO (~1400 pmol/mg cell) is reported. Each data set was independently obtained a minimum of three times. The mean c-di-GMP concentration, relative to wild-type, ± 1 standard deviation is reported. Taken together, these data indicate that SwH-NOX and SwDGC regulate biofilm formation in response to NO through c-di-GMP concentration changes.

### 3.3.2 Effect of NO/H-NOX on c-di-GMP concentration and biofilm thickness in *S. woodyi*

Having established that SwH-NOX affects biofilm growth in *S. woodyi*, I sought to quantify the effect of NO and SwH-NOX on biofilm formation. Biofilms of wild-type and mutant *S. woodyi* were grown in the presence and absence of NO. Biofilm growth at the air-liquid interface was analyzed by crystal violet staining of biofilms grown in a 96 well plate (27).

All of the biofilm experiments reported here were open to air and diethylenetriamine NONOate (DETA/NO) was used as an NO donor (172). NONOates are stable as solids but spontaneously release NO in a pH-dependent manner in solution (173). The non-lethal concentration range of NONOate was determined using planktonic growth curves measured with exposure to varying concentrations of NONOate (Fig. 3-1). I established that NONOates are non-toxic (no decrease OD relative to no NONOate) up to ~1 mM with our strains under the conditions tested. Further, the concentration of NO in solution throughout the entire length of the biofilm experiment was measured using a Nitric Oxide Analyzer 280i (Sievers). By allowing the NONOate (DETA/NO
\( t_{1/2} = 20 \text{ hours and } 56 \text{ hours at } 37 ^\circ \text{C and } 22-25 \text{ } ^\circ \text{C, respectively} \) to decay for \( \sim 1 \) half-life before inoculation, the NO concentration throughout the experiment stayed relatively constant for over 24 hours. Under the experimental conditions used here, 200 µM DETA/NO resulted in a relatively steady concentration of less than 100 nM NO (slowly decayed from \( \sim 80 \) nM to \( \sim 60 \) nM) during the full course of biofilm growth. This is consistent with solution (cell medium) NO concentrations previously reported using DETA/NO (174, 175).

Figure 3-3A illustrates the results of biofilm growth after 24 hours analyzed by crystal violet staining. The amount of biofilm observed in the absence (closed bars) and presence (open bars) of NO is compared for wild-type and \( \Delta hnox \) strains. The key observations are as follows. First, the wild-type strain exhibits a marked decrease in biofilm growth in the presence of nanomolar NO. Second, the \( SwH-\text{NOX} \) gene is required for this NO biofilm phenotype, as evidenced by decreased biofilm in the \( \Delta hnox \) strain both with and without NO. Finally, the decreased biofilm phenotype in the \( \Delta hnox \) construct is correlated with the absence of \( SwH-\text{NOX} \), as complementation of the deletion strain with the \( hnox \) gene on a plasmid restores wild-type activity.

In order to determine if the decrease in biofilm growth observed in Fig. 3-2 and 3-3A was, as I hypothesized, correlated with a decrease in cellular c-di-GMP levels, I quantified the amount of c-di-GMP present in \( S. woodyi \) cell lysates in the presence and absence of NO. In these experiments, \( S. woodyi \) strains were exposed to <100 nM NO from DEA/NO for 20 minutes before c-di-GMP extraction. This short NO exposure was designed to maximize the changes in c-di-GMP concentration resulting from changes in enzyme activity and minimize the possibility of changes in c-di-GMP concentration caused by changes in gene expression.

As illustrated in Fig. 3-3B, the c-di-GMP quantification results are consistent with the biofilm growth experiments. A decrease in the concentration of c-di-GMP in the wild-type strain (wild-type [c-di-GMP] is \( \sim 1400 \) pmol c-di-GMP/mg cells) upon exposure to NO, and a similar decrease in the \( \Delta hnox \) strain in both the presence and absence of NO, was observed. For the \( \Delta hnox \) mutant, plasmid complementation with the deleted gene restores wild-type activity. These data imply that the changes in biofilm growth observed in the presence of NO and/or the absence of \( SwH-\text{NOX} \) (Fig. 3-3A) are the direct result of changes in the concentration of cellular c-di-GMP.
A reasonable NO sensing and signaling mechanism that would result in these data is that NO is sensed by $SwH$-NOX, and that NO-bound $SwH$-NOX decreases the c-di-GMP output of $SwDGC$. This reduction in c-di-GMP production ultimately results in a decrease in biofilm formation.

### 3.3.3 Steady-state kinetics of the di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities of $SwDGC$

In order to begin to explore the hypothesis that NO/H-NOX affects c-di-GMP concentrations and biofilm formation in *S. woodyi* through direct regulation of $SwDGC$, I first determined the steady-state kinetics of each enzymatic activity of $SwDGC$. In our previous study, I found $SwDGC$ to have both di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities (118). I have confirmed that the activity of one domain (e.g., phosphodiesterase activity in the EAL domain) is not affected by a point mutation in the other domain (e.g., the GGDEF to GGAAF mutation in the cyclase domain does not affect phosphodiesterase activity; see Table 3-3 and 3-4). Thus, in order to simplify product detection and quantification, here, I measured the kinetics of each activity separately using point mutants that inactivate one or the other active site. As I have shown previously (118), $SwAAL$ has only di-guanylate cyclase activity (condensation and cyclization of two molecules of GTP to c-di-GMP) due to mutation of a key residue in the active site of the phosphodiesterase domain. $SwGGAAF$, on the other hand, has only phosphodiesterase activity (hydrolysis of c-di-GMP to pGpG).

To measure di-guanylate cyclase activity, the production of pyrophosphate (PPI), which along with c-di-GMP is a product of di-guanylate cyclase activity, by $SwAAL$ was monitored. A range of GTP concentrations were tested in order to obtain $k_{\text{cat}}$ and $K_M$ values for $SwAAL$. As illustrated in Fig. 3-4A and Table 3-5, in the absence of $SwH$-NOX, $SwAAL$ has a $k_{\text{cat}}$ of $0.105 \pm 0.005 \, \text{s}^{-1}$, a $K_M$ of $7.74 \pm 0.90 \, \mu\text{M}$, and a $k_{\text{cat}}/K_M = 0.014 \, \text{s}^{-1}\mu\text{M}^{-1}$. In comparison to other di-guanylate cyclases, these kinetics indicate that $SwAAL$ has moderate di-guanylate cyclase activity. The cyclase activity of $SwAAL$ is similar to PleD ($k_{\text{cat}} = 0.102 \pm 0.023 \, \text{min}^{-1}; K_M = 5.8 \pm 1.2 \, \mu\text{M}; k_{\text{cat}}/K_M = 0.018 \, \text{s}^{-1}\mu\text{M}^{-1}$) and lower than WspR ($k_{\text{cat}} = 4.50 \pm 0.12 \, \text{s}^{-1}; K_M = 5.97 \pm 0.80 \, \mu\text{M}; k_{\text{cat}}/K_M = 0.75 \, \text{s}^{-1}\mu\text{M}^{-1}$) (176, 177).
**TABLE 3-3.** Di-guanylate activity control reactions. Initial velocity of di-guanylate cyclase activity ([enzyme] = 50nM; [GTP] = 50µM; [SwH-NOX] = 10µM, where noted) at 25°C. Error analysis was determined from at least three independent trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>$^aV_i$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>wild-type enzyme</td>
<td>12.3 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>$^b$no MgCl$_2$ in reaction</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC/Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>49.7 ± 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC/Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>14.4 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^c$SwAAL</td>
<td>inactive PDE domain</td>
<td>12.1 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwAAL/Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>59.7 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwAAL/Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>11.2 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwGGAAF</td>
<td>inactive DGC domain</td>
<td>-0.7 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The $V_i$ values reported in this table are for the raw fluorescence data plotted versus time. They are not normalized to a standard curve for pyrophosphate concentration. $^b$The 10mM MgCl$_2$ included in all other cyclase reactions was omitted in this reaction. $^c$Mutation in the EAL domain does not affect activity in the GGDEF domain, as demonstrated by the fact that there is no significant difference between the initial velocity of di-guanylate cyclase activity for SwDGC and SwAAL (active cyclase but inactive phosphodiesterase domain) measured under the same experimental conditions.

**TABLE 3-4.** Phosphodiesterase activity control reactions. Initial velocity of phosphodiesterase cyclase activity ([enzyme] = 50nM; [c-di-GMP] = 10µM; [SwH-NOX] = 10µM, where noted) at 25°C. Error analysis was determined from at least three independent trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>$^aV_i$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>wild-type enzyme</td>
<td>0.027 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC/Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>0.024 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC/Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>0.047 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^b$SwGGAAF</td>
<td>inactive DGC domain</td>
<td>0.026 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwGGAAF/Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>0.023 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwGGAAF/Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>+SwH-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>0.040 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwAAL</td>
<td>inactive PDE domain</td>
<td>0.001 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The $V_i$ values reported in this table are for the raw absorbance data plotted versus time. They are not normalized to a standard curve for pGpG concentration. $^b$Mutation in the GGDEF domain does not affect activity in the EAL domain, as demonstrated by the fact that there is no significant difference between the initial velocity of phosphodiesterase activity for SwDGC and SwGGAAF (inactive cyclase and active phosphodiesterase domain) measured under the same experimental conditions.

To determine the phosphodiesterase activity of SwGGAAF, I developed the first continuous assay for monitoring the enzyme activity of EAL domains. I modified a phosphate detection kit from Invitrogen by coupling it to calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) activity. In doing this, I was able to detect the production of pGpG, which produces stoichiometric inorganic phosphate upon
CIP hydrolysis, whereas c-di-GMP, the substrate of the phosphodiesterase reaction, cannot be hydrolyzed by CIP due to its cyclic structure. Table 3-2 summarizes data that indicate $Sw$GGAaAF activity is the rate-limiting step in this novel phosphodiesterase assay. Therefore, the measured kinetics in these experiments are those of $Sw$GGAaAF phosphodiesterase activity. The results of the phosphodiesterase activity assays are shown in Fig. 3-4B, Table 3-4, and Table 3-5.

**TABLE 3-5.** Regulation of $Sw$DGC activity by $Sw$H-NOX; NO-bound $Sw$H-NOX results in a decrease in c-di-GMP concentration. Kinetic parameters for di-guanylate cyclase ($Sw$AAL) and phosphodiesterase ($Sw$GGAaAF) activities as a function of $Sw$H-NOX in the ferrous unligated and ferrous NO-bound forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}/K_M$ (s$^{-1}$*µM$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Sw$AAL (cyclase)</td>
<td>without $Sw$H-NOX</td>
<td>0.105 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.014 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Sw$H-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>0.209 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.125 ± 0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Sw$H-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>0.102 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Sw$GGAaAF (phosphodiesterase)</td>
<td>without $Sw$H-NOX</td>
<td>1.52 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Sw$H-NOX Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>1.04 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.65 ± 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Sw$H-NOX Fe$^{2+}$-NO</td>
<td>4.65 ± 0.14</td>
<td>15.5 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this assays, a $k_{\text{cat}}$ of 1.52 ± 0.05 s$^{-1}$ and a $K_M$ of 1.31 ± 0.22 µM for $Sw$GGAaAF in the absence of $Sw$H-NOX was measured (Fig. 3-3B). In general, c-di-GMP phosphodiesterases have not been kinetically characterized, perhaps due to the lack of a good continuous assay for measuring steady-state kinetics. For comparison, CC3396 from *Caulobacter crescentus* (73), is a c-di-GMP specific phosphodiesterase that is activated by GTP. The c-di-GMP turnover rate for CC3396 in the absence of GTP has been reported as 0.040 ± 0.005 s$^{-1}$. In the presence of 100 µM GTP, its specific activity is 1.78 ± 0.03 (µM c-di-GMP)/(µM protein*s) and its $K_M$ is 0.42 µM. The basal activity of $Sw$DGC (in the absence of activator) is several orders of magnitude higher than that measured for CC3396.
3.3.4 Interaction of SwH-NOX and SwDGC

Keeping in mind our hypothesis that NO/SwH-NOX regulates the activity of SwDGC, and having characterized SwDGC and SwH-NOX separately, I next investigated whether or not SwDGC and SwH-NOX interact with each other. In bacteria, co-cistronic proteins are often functional partners. A single PCR fragment from reverse transcription of *S. woodyi* mRNA confirms that SwDGC and SwH-NOX are in the same operon (Fig. 3-5A).
A. Lane: 1 2 3 4

FIGURE 3-5. A. SwH-NOX and SwDGC are in the same operon. Lane 1, a 2-log DNA ladder was used as a molecular weight indicator. Lane 2, primers dgc-f (5’-TGAAGCCCTTGATCCGTTGG-3’) and dgc-r (5’-GTGATAGGAAATCGATAGGAG-3’) were used as a positive control to amplify a ~200bp fragment internal to the dgc gene. Lane 3, primers hnox-f (5’-TTACCTGTGATCGTTTAGGCG-3’) and dgc-r were used to demonstrate that hnox and dgc genes are indeed on the same mRNA transcript, and thus in the same operon. The ~1.6kb band present in lane 3 could only have been amplified if hnox and dgc were on the same mRNA, and thus the same piece of cDNA in the template DNA mixture. Lane 4, primers dgc-f and hnox-r (5’-AATAACGTCTCGGATACTC-3’) served as a negative control. This reaction would only have generated a product if genomic DNA were contaminating the cDNA mixture. B. Precipitation of SwH-NOX by SwDGC. GST-tagged SwDGC, SwGGAAF, and SwAAL were used to pull-down His6-tagged SwH-NOX from E. coli cell lysates. Top: Detection of GST via Anti-GST Western blot. The far left lane is a molecular weight marker; in the next lane to the right, the bottom band is GST alone (~23 KDa; negative control); in the subsequent three lanes, the top bands are GST-SwDGC, GST-SwAAL, and GST-SwGGAAF, respectively, and the bottom bands are GST domains proteolyzed from the larger GST-tagged constructs. Bottom: Detection of SwH-NOX pulled-down by SwDGC, SwAAL, and SwGGAAF via Anti-His Western blot. In the far left lane, GST alone does not pull down SwH-NOX (negative control); in the subsequent three lanes, SwDGC, SwAAL, and SwGGAAF, respectively, all efficiently precipitate SwH-NOX; and in the far right lane His6-SwH-NOX (~21 KDa) was run as a positive control.
To investigate the interaction of SwH-NOX and SwDGC more directly, co-immunoprecipitation assays were performed. Using GST-tagged SwDGC, SwAAL, SwGGAAF, and GST alone as bait, His6-tagged SwH-NOX was precipitated by GST-tagged SwDGC, SwAAL, and SwGGAAF, but not GST alone, in a pull-down assay (Fig. 3-5B). This experiment demonstrates that SwH-NOX and SwDGC are binding partners. Furthermore, these data indicate that point mutations in the di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase active sites do not abolish SwH-NOX binding by SwDGC.

3.3.5 NO/SwH-NOX regulation of SwDGC activity

In order to quantify the effect of SwH-NOX on SwDGC activity, I determined the steady-state kinetics of both the di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities of SwDGC in the presence and absence of NO and SwH-NOX. First the effect of SwH-NOX on SwGGAAF phosphodiesterase activity was investigated. No change in the initial velocity of c-di-GMP (50 µM) turnover by SwGGAAF (50 nM) was observed when varying concentrations of SwH-NOX (1-20 µM) in the Fe2+ unligated complex were present in the reaction mixture. However, a concentration-dependent enhancement in the initial velocity of phosphodiesterase activity was observed upon addition of NO-bound SwH-NOX. In the presence of 20 µM SwH-NOX in the Fe2+-NO form, the initial rate of c-di-GMP hydrolysis is 1.5 times faster than in the presence of SwH-NOX in the Fe2+ unligated form, or in the absence of SwH-NOX (Fig. 3-6).

Thus I performed a full kinetic characterization of SwGGAAF phosphodiesterase activity in the presence of 10 µM SwH-NOX in the Fe2+-NO bound form (Fig. 3-6 and 3-7, and Table 3-5). In the presence of NO-bound SwH-NOX, SwGGAAF has a $k_{cat}$ of 4.65 ± 0.14 s⁻¹ and a $K_M$ of 0.30 ± 0.05 µM (Table 3-5). Therefore, the catalytic efficiency parameter, $k_{cat}/K_M$, indicates a 13-fold increase in phosphodiesterase activity when NO-bound SwH-NOX is present (Fig. 3-7B).
NO sensing synergistically reduces c-di-GMP concentrations. A. Steady-state kinetic analysis of the di-guanylate cyclase activity of *Sw*DGC in the presence of Fe$^{2+}$-unligated *Sw*H-NOX (10 µM). Initial velocity of *Sw*AAL (50 nM) at 25 °C as a function of GTP concentration is plotted. B. Steady-state kinetic analysis of the di-guanylate cyclase activity of *Sw*DGC in the presence of NO-bound Fe$^{2+}$ *Sw*H-NOX (10 µM). Initial velocity of *Sw*AAL (50 nM) at 25 °C as a function of GTP concentration is plotted. C. Steady-state kinetic analysis of the phosphodiesterase activity of *Sw*DGC in the presence of Fe$^{2+}$-unligated *Sw*H-NOX (10 µM). Initial velocity of *Sw*GGAAF (50 nM) at 25 °C as a function of c-di-GMP concentration is plotted. D. Steady-state kinetic analysis of the phosphodiesterase activity of *Sw*DGC in the presence of NO-bound Fe$^{2+}$ *Sw*H-NOX (10 µM). Initial velocity of *Sw*GGAAF (50 nM) at 25 °C as a function of c-di-GMP concentration is plotted. The data were fitted with the Michaelis-Menten equation. Error analysis was determined from at least three independent trials.
A. Catalytic efficiency ($k_{cat}/K_M$) of $Sw$DGC di-guanylate cyclase activity ($Sw$AAL at 50 nM) in the presence of $Sw$H-NOX (10 µM) as the Fe$^{2+}$-unligated or Fe$^{2+}$-NO complex, relative to the catalytic efficiency of $Sw$AAL in the absence of $Sw$H-NOX. B. Catalytic efficiency ($k_{cat}/K_M$) of $Sw$DGC phosphodiesterase activity ($Sw$GGAAF at 50 nM) in the presence of $Sw$H-NOX (10 µM) as the Fe$^{2+}$-unligated or Fe$^{2+}$-NO complex, relative to the catalytic efficiency of $Sw$GGAAF in the absence of $Sw$H-NOX. Error analysis was determined from three independent experiments.

The effect of $Sw$H-NOX on di-guanylate cyclase activity using the $Sw$AAL mutant (50 nM) was also investigated. Interestingly, a strong dose-dependent response in the initial velocity of di-guanylate cyclase activity (50 µM GTP) as a function of Fe$^{2+}$-unligated $Sw$H-NOX concentration (1-10 µM) was observed, but there was no difference in the initial velocity of c-di-GMP synthesis as a function of Fe$^{2+}$-NO $Sw$H-NOX (Fig. 3-6). In the presence of 10 µM $Sw$H-NOX in the Fe$^{2+}$ unligated form, the initial rate of c-di-GMP synthesis is 5.5 times faster than in the presence of $Sw$H-NOX in the NO-bound form, or in the absence of $Sw$H-NOX. Thus NO-bound $Sw$H-NOX has exactly the opposite effect on c-di-GMP synthesis as it has on c-di-GMP hydrolysis.

The full steady-state kinetic analysis of $Sw$AAL di-guanylate activity in the presence of 10 µM $Sw$H-NOX in the Fe$^{2+}$ unligated form (Fig. 3-6 and 3-7, and Table 3-5) indicates that Fe$^{2+}$ unligated $Sw$H-NOX enhances the cyclase activity of $Sw$AAL ($k_{cat} = 0.209 \pm 0.009 \text{ s}^{-1}; K_M = 1.67 \pm 0.30 \text{ µM}$) by about 10-fold in $k_{cat}/K_M$, as compared with $Sw$AAL di-guanylate cyclase activity in the presence of NO-bound H-NOX or in the absence of H-NOX (Fig. 3-7A and Table 3-5).

Therefore, unlike $Sw$DGC in the absence of $Sw$H-NOX, $Sw$H-NOX-bound $Sw$DGC acts as a di-guanylate cyclase in the absence of NO. Upon exposure to NO, however, $Sw$H-NOX regulated changes in the activities of both the GGDEF and EAL domains take place. This should result in a
rapid reduction in c-di-GMP concentration. This response to NO results because NO-bound $SwH$-NOX relieves the augmentation of di-guanylate cyclase activity caused by Fe$^{2+}$ unligated $SwH$-NOX, and greatly activates phosphodiesterase activity.
3.4 DISCUSSION

In addition to being important in many aquatic, industrial, and environmental processes, the National Institutes of Health has estimated biofilms to be responsible for up to 80% of all non-viral human microbial infections (178, 179). Despite the well-documented role of NO in the regulation of biofilm production by some bacteria, the mechanism for NO regulation of biofilm formation is unknown (156, 157, 166).

I have hypothesized that the NO/H-NOX signaling pathway may be important for the development of bacterial biofilms. H-NOX domain-containing proteins are evolutionarily conserved heme proteins that include the well-characterized eukaryotic NO sensor, soluble guanylate cyclase (152). In support of this hypothesis, H-NOX has been linked to biofilm formation (138) and in the genomes of many bacteria, an H-NOX gene is found near a predicted DGC gene (111). The activity of some DGC proteins is strongly correlated with biofilm growth (34). Here evidence from genetics, biofilm growth, and enzymology experiments is presented to substantiate the link between NO/H-NOX signaling and biofilm formation.

The results of the enzyme kinetics experiments (Fig. 3-4 and 3-7; Table 3-5) are in excellent agreement with the biofilm growth and c-di-GMP concentration determination studies (Fig. 3-2 and 33-). Based on all of these data, I propose a model for NO regulation of biofilm formation in S. woodyi (Fig. 3-8).
Figure 3-8. Our model for NO regulation of c-di-GMP synthesis in *S. woodyi*. In the absence of *SwH*-NOX (such as in the Δ*hnox* mutant strain), *SwDGC* is primarily a phosphodiesterase. However, it is likely that in vivo, *SwH*-NOX and *SwDGC* form a complex. In the absence of NO, *SwH*-NOX is associated with *SwDGC* and maintaining basal phosphodiesterase activity while enhancing di-guanylate cyclase activity. Upon detection of NO, *SwH*-NOX down-regulates di-guanylate cyclase activity and activates phosphodiesterase activity. Therefore, NO reduces the c-di-GMP concentration in *S. woodyi*, leading to a reduction in biofilm formation.

3.4.1 NO causes a reduction in c-di-GMP concentration through *SwH*-NOX regulation of both the di-guanylate cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities of *SwDGC*

As illustrated in Fig. 3-2 and 3-3, deletion of *SwH*-NOX from *S. woodyi* (i.e., the Δ*hnox* strain) results in decreased biofilm and decreased intracellular c-di-GMP concentration. This is consistent with the kinetic data presented in Table 3-5 and Fig. 3-4, indicating that in the absence of *SwH*-NOX, *SwDGC* is primarily a phosphodiesterase. In this study, the mutant strain in the gene coding for *SwDGC* was not constructed, thus I cannot explicitly conclude that *SwH*-NOX and *SwDGC* form a functional complex in vivo. However, as suggested by the fact that *SwH*-NOX and *SwDGC* are co-cistronic (Fig. 3-5A) and as demonstrated by our pull-down studies (Fig. 3-5B), I propose that it is likely that *SwH*-NOX and *SwDGC* form a stable complex in vivo. Thus, I suggest that the *SwDGC* kinetic data most relevant to understanding the behavior of *S. woodyi*, are those in complex with *SwH*-NOX (Fig. 3-7 and Table 3-5), as discussed below.
Based on the kinetics results presented in Table 3-5 and Fig. 3-7, I conclude that SwDGC is primarily a di-guanylate cyclase in the presence of SwH-NOX in the Fe$^{2+}$ unligated form (absence of NO). In the absence of NO, induction of recombinant SwDGC/SwH-NOX expression in *E. coli* results in an increase in extracellular polysaccharide matrix production (Fig. 9). This is consistent with the activity of an enzyme that is primarily producing c-di-GMP, thus acting like a di-guanylate cyclase when SwH-NOX, but not NO, is present. These *in vitro* results are supported by the biofilm growth and c-di-GMP quantification results illustrated in Fig. 3-2 and 3-3, which demonstrate that wild-type *S. woodyi* (containing both SwH-NOX and SwDGC) have relatively high c-di-GMP concentrations and produce robust biofilms in the absence of NO.

**FIGURE 3-9.** Expression of recombinant SwH-NOX and SwDGC reduces *E. coli* EPS production upon exposure to NO. CR absorbance at 500 nm ($A_{500\text{nm}}$) normalized by cell density ($OD_{600\text{nm}}$) is plotted for *E. coli* with and without induction of protein expression (with 100 µM IPTG) and with and without NO exposure (~60 nM). Data for $A_{500\text{nm}}/OD_{600\text{nm}}$ from *E. coli* transformed with a vector coding for both SwH-NOX and SwDGC, a vector coding for only SwH-NOX, or a vector coding for only SwDGC, relative to the $A_{500\text{nm}}/OD_{600\text{nm}}$ for the empty vector under the same conditions are presented. Each data set was independently obtained a minimum of three times. The mean ± 1 standard deviation is reported.

Upon exposure to NO, wild-type *S. woodyi* experiences a decrease in c-di-GMP concentration and a decrease in biofilm thickness (Fig. 3-3). A decrease in EPS production from *E. coli* cells expressing SwDGC/SwH-NOX recombinantly was observed when NO was added to culture (Fig. 3-9), which is also indicative of a down-regulation in biofilm formation upon exposure to NO. These results are consistent with both an increase in phosphodiesterase activity and/or a decrease
in di-guanylate cyclase activity, which is what is observed in steady-state kinetics assays of SwDGC activity when SwH-NOX and NO are present (Table 3-5 and Fig. 3-7).

In our model (Fig. 3-8), NO contributes to the regulation of biofilm formation in S. woodyi by simultaneously down-regulating the cyclase activity and up-regulating the phosphodiesterase activity of SwDGC. Thus, I predict that NO could induce a rapid transition between biofilm and motility. In future experiments I plan to test this prediction using confocal microscopy of biofilms under flow conditions. Furthermore, this model suggests that molecules that act on the NO/H-NOX pathway have the potential to be potent anti-biofilm agents, a possibility that will be explored in future studies.

The mechanisms regulating biofilm dispersal are not well understood, but it is notable that NO has been shown to cause biofilm dispersal in several species (104). Indeed, NO regulation of c-di-GMP levels has been implicated in the rapid dispersal of biofilms in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (107) as well as other Shewanella species under anaerobic conditions (180).

3.4.2 Biological function of H-NOX domains

Although there is relatively little information on the biological function of bacterial H-NOX domains to date, interestingly, it has consistently been demonstrated that NO-bound H-NOX inhibits the activity of an associated enzyme (116, 138). This is in contrast to the well-understood role of NO/H-NOX in up-regulating the activity of mammalian sGCs (181). Here, I demonstrate in a single H-NOX/enzyme system, that NO/H-NOX has both functions, that of inhibition and that of enhancement of enzymatic activity. NO-bound SwH-NOX stimulates phosphodiesterase activity and inhibits di-guanylate cyclase activity, in comparison to ferrous unligated SwH-NOX.

This is the first time that H-NOX activation of a bacterial enzyme has been reported. It is also the first time that H-NOX regulation of more than one enzymatic activity in the same protein has been reported. In future studies I plan to elucidate a molecular-level understanding of how SwH-NOX achieves variable regulation of multiple active sites (S. woodyi only codes for one H-NOX). In doing so, I should be able to gain insight into how H-NOX regulates enzymatic function in general, which would enhance understanding of both the bacterial and eukaryotic NO/H-NOX signal transduction pathways.
In order to understand the biological function of NO/H-NOX I are also planning to investigate how the \textit{hnox} gene is regulated. It is possible that H-NOX is constitutively expressed, in order to quickly respond to changing NO concentrations. On the other hand, its expression may be regulated directly by NO or some other environmental signal (related to biofilm formation or anaerobic respiration, perhaps) or by growth phase or cell density.

3.4.3 C-di-GMP signaling in \textit{Shewanella}

\textit{Although this study was primarily carried out as a model system to investigate the biological role of NO/H-NOX signaling in bacteria, there are several important implications for \textit{Shewanella} biology suggested by our data.}

\textit{Shewanella} are ubiquitous in marine environments and are thought to play a role in regulating global carbon and nitrogen cycles as well as the biodegradation of marine pollutants (127). \textit{Shewanella} genomes generally have a very high number of GGDEF- and EAL-containing proteins; \textit{S. oneidensis} is predicted to express 51 proteins with GGDEF domains, 27 proteins with EAL domains, and 20 proteins containing both GGDEF and EAL domains. \textit{S. woodyi} carries genes for 45 GGDEF-containing proteins, 19 EAL-containing proteins, and 22 hybrid proteins. The high abundance of c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation proteins indicates a special role for c-di-GMP signaling in \textit{Shewanella}, possibly due to the importance of biofilm growth for these bacteria.

Although none of the other predicted GGDEF and EAL proteins in \textit{S. woodyi} have been characterized, our data clearly indicate that \textit{Swoo_2751} is not the only active di-guanylate cyclase in \textit{S. woodyi} under our experimental conditions. In particular, Fig. 3 indicates that c-di-GMP levels do not drop to baseline either in the presence of NO, or absence of \textit{SwH-NOX}, both of which are conditions that down-regulate di-guanylate cyclase activity and up-regulate phosphodiesterase activity in the \textit{SwH-NOX/SwDGC} system reported here. It is possible that each GGDEF/EAL protein may monitor a different environmental or cellular condition, and in response to that individual stimulus (oxygen levels, carbon levels, etc.), modulate the total c-di-GMP concentration in the cell. In this model, c-di-GMP-mediated cell adhesion is an individual cell’s response to the synthesis of complex information. This is consistent with other models for c-di-GMP signaling in bacteria (35, 43, 44, 182, 183). It is also supportive of the “local
ecological adaptation of individuals” model of biofilm formation recently suggested (160, 184-186).

Nonetheless, in this study, evidence that SwDGC has a relatively large effect on overall c-di-GMP concentrations and biofilm formation (Figs. 3-2 and 3-3) is presented. This large effect is underscored by the fact that SwDGC is but 1 of 45 c-di-GMP metabolizing enzymes predicted in the genome of S. woodyi. This may be because of the importance of NO as an environmental cue for Shewanella.

Shewanella are able to use a wide variety of molecules as alternate electron acceptors to molecular oxygen in respiration under low oxygen tension (187). Notably, NO is an endogenous product of anaerobic respiration on nitrite and nitrate (188, 189). Thus, S. woodyi likely encounter NO in their environment upon reduction of nitrite when nitrate or nitrite is being used as an alternative electron acceptor. Interestingly, the interior of biofilms are thought to be anaerobic (190), thus, generation of NO could occur in the interior of thick S. woodyi biofilms as a feedback signal, causing biofilm dispersal and thus preventing the biofilm community from getting too large.

In addition to respiration on nitrate or nitrite, I have also considered other sources of NO that S. woodyi may encounter, including NO generated by nitric oxide synthase enzymes due to gram-positive bacteria (101) that may be occupying the same niche as S. woodyi, or pathogenic or symbiotic association with eukaryotes (S. woodyi does not have a readily identifiable nitric oxide synthase gene in its genome). In support of a possible eukaryotic symbiotic role, S. woodyi is one of only a few members of the Shewanellaceae family that is bioluminescent, a trait that is sometimes associated with symbiosis (191). Furthermore, S. woodyi was first discovered in association with squid ink (187).

At the present, the natural source of NO that causes biofilm dispersal (or reduced biofilm formation) in S. woodyi is not known, so it is difficult for us to further speculate on the role of NO/H-NOX in the biology of S. woodyi. I note, however, that if the source of NO is anaerobic respiration on nitrate/nitrite, one might expect other Shewanella species to have similar NO/biofilm responses. Interestingly, while other Shewanella have H-NOXs, they are not always predicted to be in the same operon as a DGC. For example, in S. oneidensis, SoH-NOX is
thought to regulate phosphorylation of a histidine kinase (116). The downstream result of this phosphorylation is not known, however, so it is possible that NO/H-NOX in *S. oneidensis* still feeds into c-di-GMP signaling pathways.

Regardless, I do not suppose that the NO/SwH-NOX/SwDGC system reported here is the only mechanism for controlling biofilm growth in *S. woodyi*. Rather, I hypothesize that NO is one of perhaps many endogenous and exogenous signals that *S. woodyi* monitors in order to regulate planktonic v. sessile growth.
Chapter 4

Investigation of the anaerobic biofilms and nitric oxide in *Shewanella woodyi*
4.1 INTRODUCTION

Nitric oxide regulation on biofilm has been illustrated in different bacteria; however, the real physiological role of nitric oxide to biofilm is still unknown (99, 102, 104). To generate nitric oxide in the environment, besides chemical reduction of nitrogen oxide species, there can be many other alternatives. One way to produce nitric oxide by bacteria endogenously is through anaerobic respiration, which happens under low oxygen concentration (Fig. 4-1). Nitric oxide is a common intermediate in microbial denitrification (192). In Gram-positive bacteria, nitric oxide synthase is used to oxidize L-arginine to produce nitric oxide and L-citrulline (95).

![Figure 4-1](image-url): The general scheme of anaerobic respiration pathway to produce nitric oxide. NAR, nitrate reductase; NIR, nitrite reductase

The basic respiration process of bacteria is quite flexible under changing environment (193). *Escherichia coli*, through numerous biochemical and genome analyses, is shown to be able to utilize various electron acceptors including oxygen, nitrate, nitrite, dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO), trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), and fumarate (194). Other pathogens like *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* also exhibit the same level of respiratory flexibility as non-pathogens (195). One of the most well-known respiratory processes is nitrate respiration, where nitrate serves as the substrate for the denitrification process and is reduced via nitrite, nitric oxide and nitrous oxide to dinitrogen (196).

Although many bacteria are known to form biofilms anaerobically, the clinical importance of anaerobic biofilms was first addressed in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* infection in cystic fibrosis in 2002 (197). The reduction of oxygen concentration in the airway of cystic fibrosis patients was found to be related to *P. aeruginosa* pathogenesis (198). Interestingly, *P. aeruginosa* is capable of using NO$_3^-$ to respire in anaerobic environment, which is a well known anaerobic respiration pathway that utilizes two key enzymes: nitrate reductase (NAR) and nitrite reductase (NIR) (199). One of the metabolite in this pathway is nitric oxide, which is produced by reduction from...
nitrite under the catalysis of nitrite reductase. Later, nitrite reductase of *P. aeruginosa* was found to be important for cell elongation and therefore biofilm formation (200). Aerobic denitrification was demonstrated to be involved in *P. aeruginosa* biofilms and was hypothesized to be important for biofilm dispersal (99). Within biofilms the oxygen concentration is considered to be low and can be treated as anaerobic conditions (201). Based on those observations, I proposed that by studying the relationship between anaerobic respiration of NO$_3^-$ and biofilm I may reveal the physiological role of nitric oxide in biofilms.

*Shewanella* are able to use a wide variety of molecules as alternate electron acceptors to molecular oxygen in respiration under low oxygen tension (187). *S. woodyi*, particularly, is capable of using NO$_3^-$ as an external electron acceptor. As I discussed above, NO is an endogenous product of anaerobic respiration on nitrite and nitrate (98, 189). Thus, *S. woodyi* likely encounter NO in their environment upon reduction of nitrite when nitrate is being used as an alternative electron acceptor. To test our hypothesis, I measured both nitric oxide and biofilm levels under nitrate anaerobically.
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1 Growth curve

Sub-cultures (1:1000 ratio dilution of an overnight culture) of *S. woodyi* were grown at 25°C with agitation at 250 rpm in AB; anaerobic samples were grown in Hungate tubes at the same condition with 20 mM NO$_3^-$ present in the medium. The optical density at 570 nm was recorded at various time points and plotted as shown here.

4.2.2 Nitric oxide measurement

Agrobacteria induction medium (AB medium) was used as a minimal growth medium in anaerobic cell cultures. Cell cultures were inoculated in the anaerobic chamber and sealed in Hungate tubes. The growth conditions were at room temperature, 250 rpm, with 20 mM NO$_3^-$ present in the medium. After 24 hrs inoculation, the cells were then filtered and 50 µL were injected into GE Sievers Nitric Oxide Analyzer (NOA) septum. The concentration of nitric oxide was then measured by the instrument and analyzed by NOAnalysis software.

4.2.3 Crystal violet (CV) staining for biofilm

Biofilm formation at the air-liquid interface was examined in pre-cleaned clear glass plates as has been previously described (169) with a few modifications. A 15 mL subculture (1:300 dilution of an overnight culture of *S. woodyi*) in AB was incubated at 25 °C for 24 - 72 hours statically. The plates were then removed and the biofilm was rigorously washed with water followed by staining with 200 µL of 0.1% CV in water for 15 minutes. Next the CV solution was removed and the wells were rinsed 3 times with distilled water and allowed to thoroughly dry. And digital pictures were taken to visualize the biofilm formation.

4.2.4 Biofilm imaging by confocal microscopy

As previously described.
4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 Anaerobic cultures growing under nitrate produce nitric oxide

To show the anaerobic growth of *S. woodyi* with nitrate as external electron acceptor, a growth curve assay was performed in comparison with the aerobic growth with the same amount of nitrate. With AB medium, which does not contain any electron acceptors, we could test the ability of *S. woodyi* to survive and growth in nitrate anaerobically. Under anaerobic environment, without any electron acceptors, *S. woodyi* cells did not grow at all. In order to make the same starting point for aerobic and anaerobic growth, overnight inocula from aerobic cultures were diluted 1:1000 times in both cases. Since we were unable to observe any growth without nitrate anaerobically, we considered that the trace amount of oxygen from overnight inocula is not sufficient to sustain a long-term growth in anaerobic environment. In Fig. 4-2, we saw a slightly slower growth in anaerobic condition compared with aerobic condition. But after 24 hrs, anaerobic condition reached the same OD<sub>600</sub> as did aerobic cultures. Therefore, 20 mM nitrate is sufficient to provide anaerobic electron acceptors and sustain anaerobic growth.

![Figure 4-2. The growth curve of *S. woodyi* with AB medium and 20 mM nitrate](image)

As nitrate being consumed in the anaerobic respiration pathway, we measured nitric oxide Formation in the cell. I grew the cells anaerobically to the maxima OD<sub>600</sub>, and measured the dissolved NO by use of a GE Sievers Nitric Oxide Analyzer (NOA). The background of nitrate
plus AB medium under anaerobic condition was also measured in the assay. As shown in Fig. 4-3, there is no detectable amount of NO produced from AB medium and nitrate, which excludes the possible degradation of nitrate under the experimental pH. When I injected the sample from S. woodyi culture, a distinct nitric oxide absorption peak was appeared right after the injection mark. I also used DEA NONOate as a positive control to show the standard response of the instrument to nitric oxide generated in the solution. With these data, it seems that nitric oxide is produced during the anaerobic growth of S. woodyi when nitrate is present in the environment.

![NOA spectrum of anaerobic S. woodyi cells. Yellow lines were marks of injection of samples. The control was just the AB medium plus 20 mM nitrate without any cells. The sample was a 24 hr culture of S. woodyi with 20 mM nitrate.](image)

**Figure 4-3.** NOA spectrum of anaerobic S. woodyi cells. Yellow lines were marks of injection of samples. The control was just the AB medium plus 20 mM nitrate without any cells. The sample was a 24 hr culture of S. woodyi with 20 mM nitrate.
4.3.2 Anaerobic biofilm under nitrate shows a thinner and looser phenotype

Since *S. woodyi* is capable of growing in nitrate anaerobically, its anaerobic biofilm formation was tested in a static crystal violet (CV) assay. Using CV, which stains the cells, we were able to observe biofilm formation on a microscopic glass slide after moderate washes (Fig. 4-4). I first validated this assay in aerobic condition where we were able to see biofilm formation in the experiments of previous sections (Fig. 4-4). When we supplemented nitrate in aerobic condition, the phenotype observed was that of a spread out biofilm. When compared with the condition without nitrate, under which biofilm was found only at the liquid-air interface, biofilms under nitrate condition were covering the whole slide, which was expected. Since without nitrate, the only source of respiration for *S. woodyi* cells is oxygen, and the highest oxygen concentration would be at the liquid-air interface. And when cells form biofilm, they tend to lose accessibility to oxygen because of the layered EPS structure. Thus the biofilm tends to form at liquid-air interface in order to sustain the respiration of the cells within biofilms. In contrast, with nitrate, there are alternative respiration pathways available for cells deep in the liquid, which would imply that the biofilm could be formed anywhere on the slide. In anaerobic conditions, biofilm was also found in nitrate supplemented cultures whereas neither biofilm nor growth was observed in the cultures grown only on AB medium. The biofilm formed under anaerobic condition was also stained all over the slide which further corroborates that nitrate is able to supply biofilm formation as an external electron acceptor.

![Aerobic condition and Anaerobic condition](image)

**Figure 4-4.** Crystal violet staining assay of *S. woodyi* biofilms. In each picture, 20 mM NO$_3^-$ represents the biofilm with AB medium plus 20 mM nitrate.
The biofilm formed in anaerobic condition was then subjected to confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) study. With LIVE/DEAD BacLight\textsuperscript{TM} kit (Invitrogen\textsuperscript{TM}), I were able to label the live cells by green dye SYTO9, and dead cells with propidium iodide. As shown in Fig. 4-5, a much thinner and lesser biofilm structure was observed. A Z-stack scanning indicated that the thickness of the anaerobic biofilm was around 2 to 3 \( \mu \text{m} \), which was possibly only two layers of cells. When we compared these data with aerobic biofilm images, I found that anaerobic biofilms are much thinner and looser. Although under static conditions, cells may grow significantly more slowly under anaerobic environment, the staining of CV demonstrated a sufficient amount of cells when compared with the aerobic assay, which had been done at the same maturing time for biofilms. The thinner biofilms could be evidence for endogenous nitric oxide down-regulating biofilm formation, or boosting biofilm dispersal.

**Figure 4-5.** CLSM image of *S. woodyi* anaerobic biofilm. The scale bar is on the graph. The live cells are stained with SYTO9, a green dye; and dead cells are stained with propidium iodide giving a red color.
4.3.3 Anaerobic biofilms under other electron receptors

I have tested *S. woodyi* biofilms under other sources of electron acceptors, such as nitrite and sulfate (Fig. 4-6). No biofilm formation was observed when I used nitrite or sulfate as external electron acceptors. Sulfate, which is a slightly weaker electron acceptors compared with nitrate, is not capable of sustaining the formation of biofilms in anaerobic condition. In fact, I did not detect any biofilms with nitrite even in aerobic condition. Furthermore, it was shown that nitrite, at 20 mM, is toxic to the cells in our growth assay. With nitrite lowered to 1 mM we were able to rescue the biofilm phenotype in aerobic conditions. However, the anaerobic biofilms with 1 mM nitrite was too little to be seen in our CV assay.

![Figure 4-6](image)

**Figure 4-6.** Crystal violet staining assay of *S. woodyi* biofilm. (A) Anaerobic growth of *S. woodyi* biofilm under different electron acceptors; (B) Aerobic growth of *S. woodyi* biofilm under different electron acceptors. C: medium only; M: cells + AB medium. The concentration of different salts used here is 20 mM.

We have also used DMSO and fumarate as anaerobic nutrients using the CV biofilm assay. What we were trying to establish was an anaerobic biofilm system where we had no nitrogen source. In that way the role of exogenous nitric oxide could be tested and guide us to understand better the
NO regulation of biofilms. In Fig. 4-7, 20 mM fumarate showed its possible application as an external electron acceptor for *S. woodyi*. However, 20 mM fumarate may not be the optimal concentration to reach the maximum biofilm formation.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 4-7.** CV assay of *S. woodyi* anaerobic biofilms. All samples are grown with AB medium. All salts concentrations are 20 mM

A range of fumarate concentrations was then tested in anaerobic CV assay. Little biofilms were found under 5 mM fumarate, and much more biofilms were observed under 50 mM and 100 mM fumarate conditions compared with 20 mM fumarate (Fig. 4-8). A similar level of CV staining was observed for fumarate and nitrate at 20 mM concentration. No nitric oxide in solution was detected for fumarate samples, which indicates that nitric oxide we detected before was produced by degradation of nitrate (data not shown). Microscopic study on the biofilm formed under 20 mM fumarate conditions showed a more populated phenotype compared with nitrate sample (Fig. 4-9). This data suggested that endogenous nitric oxide produced by nitrate anaerobically may decrease the amount of cells in biofilms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLANK</th>
<th>5 mM</th>
<th>20 mM</th>
<th>50 mM</th>
<th>100 mM</th>
<th>200 mM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fumarate</td>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4-8.** Anaerobic biofilm CV assay using various concentrations of fumarate.

**Figure 4-9.** CLSM image of the biofilm with 20 mM fumarate
4.3.4 Anaerobic biofilm of Δhnox strain

To further investigate the role of endogenous nitric oxide in anaerobic biofilms, Δhnox strain was tested in the CV biofilm staining assay. With the deletion of hnox gene, the formation of S. woodyi biofilms could still be observed aerobically with either nitrate or non-toxic levels of nitrite. And a biofilm was identified on the slide in anaerobic conditions as well, where 20 mM nitrate was supplemented in the medium. However, under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions, as shown in Fig. 4-8 and 4-9, the difference between wildtype and Δhnox was too subtle to draw any clear conclusion from this assay, which is a rather qualitative than quantitative way of measuring biofilms. Meanwhile, a growth curve experiment was performed to demonstrate that wildtype and Δhnox strains exhibit similar growth rates in an anaerobic nitrate environment.

![Figure 4-10](image)

**Figure 4-10.** Aerobic biofilm formation under CV staining. M: cells + medium only; ΔH: Δhnox strain; WT: wild-type S. woodyi strain
Figure 4-11. CV staining of *S. woodyi* anaerobic biofilm with 20 mM nitrate. 1, medium only control; 2, wildtype; 3, Δnox

To summarize, I have illustrated the capability of *S. woodyi* cells to form biofilms in an anaerobic environment when nitrate was added to the media. And the production of nitric oxide was observed in this anaerobic culture, which was not coming from the chemical degradation of nitrate itself. A less number of cells of biofilm phenotype appeared in anaerobic biofilms under microscopic evaluation, raising the possibility that endogenous nitric oxide could be regulating the biofilms. Several electron acceptors were tested, other than nitrate, only fumarate showed a substantial amount of anaerobic biofilms. Nitrite at 20 mM was toxic to the cells and lowering the concentration to 1 mM allowed the biofilm to tolerate and form under aerobic conditions. Finally, Δnox strain was tested in our biofilm assay, and no significant differences were found when comparing the biofilms of wildtype and Δnox strain under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. A potential role of endogenous nitric oxide in anaerobic biofilms was explored and partially identified by our static biofilm experiments.
4.4 DISCUSSION

Bacteria are able to adopt biofilm structures under harsh environment in order to survive. Biofilms can be found in extreme conditions such as oxygen depletion (202). As shown in *P. aeruginosa* infections of cystic fibrosis patients, anaerobic biofilms are also proposed to be important for pathogenesis. Therefore, it is important to understand the biofilm pathway of bacteria under anaerobic conditions.

Nitrate is known to be an external electron acceptor for many bacteria, including *Shewanella*. One metabolite of nitrate respiration pathway is nitric oxide, which is known to interact with biofilms. In the preceding results of this work, I have shown that nitric oxide affects *S. woodyi* biofilms through regulation of c-di-GMP metabolism. However, the physiological relevance of nitric oxide has not been tested in *S. woodyi* systems. Here under anaerobic conditions, I demonstrated that a detectable amount of nitric oxide was produced in the culture with nitrate. And the anaerobic biofilm of *S. woodyi* with nitrate was visualized by both crystal violet staining and CLSM live/dead staining. Less dense biofilms were observed compared with aerobic biofilms; and these anaerobic biofilms were found at liquid-solid interfaces whereas aerobic biofilms were usually formed at only liquid-air-solid interfaces. The phenotype change of biofilms in an anaerobic environment is consistent with our in vitro work where I showed that nitric oxide triggers a decrease of biofilm density. A possible physiological role of nitric oxide could be involved in the natural cycle of biofilm formation and dispersal, whereby NO induces dispersal. When biofilms enter a mature state, more and more cells will be trapped in the EPS matrix, which is considered to be an anaerobic environment. Thus, NO production from cells will help them to move toward dispersal to keep the size of biofilm at a level to provide sufficient nutrients for the cells within it.

In contrast to nitrate, nitrite was tested and shown to be toxic at 20 mM. In fact, nitrite has been shown in a few studies that it can be utilized as an anti-bacterial reagent and also biofilm-bacteria killer. That suggests that nitrite reductase (NIR) could be a new possible target for the development of agents that target biofilm formation. If I could inhibit the activity of NIR, the accumulation of nitrite will suppress biofilm and be cytotoxic to the cells within.
To better understand the role of NO in anaerobic biofilm, I tested several other potential electron acceptors for *S. woodyi* using CV staining assay. As a qualitative assay, I were able to determine that fumarate could allow anaerobic biofilms without producing NO. In the presence of fumarate, anaerobic biofilms could be treated with exogenous NO to further test the relationship between nitric oxide and anaerobic biofilms.

In summary, I have demonstrated that anaerobic biofilm can be readily visualized using the CV staining assay. *S. woodyi* biofilms were able to form anaerobically when I added nitrate to the media. A change in phenotype was observed under microscopy as well as in the production of nitric oxide. Nitrite was only tolerated at low concentration by *S. woodyi* cells. By screening electron with the CV assay I was able to identify fumarate as a strong supporter of biofilm formation without any nitrogen source. To develop this idea, nitrate reductase and nitrite reductase gene deletions would be needed to construct and then test in anaerobic biofilm assay.
Chapter 5

Summary and future directions
In this dissertation, I have presented some of our effort towards understanding the NO signaling pathway in biofilms. The first contribution I made was to better understand the c-di-GMP metabolism. Diguanylate cyclase (DGC) and phosphodiesterase (PDE) enzymes are usually stand-alone enzymes, acting as on/off switches to control the concentration of c-di-GMP. A few bi-functional enzymes of DGC/PDE were found in different bacteria, however, lacking detailed kinetic studies and regulatory mechanisms. Our work has laid the groundwork for studying enzyme kinetics of bi-functional DGC/PDEs, especially by applying the first developed continuous assay of PDE activity.

One question often raised by c-di-GMP researchers is why bacteria contain multiple DGC and PDE enzymes. One hypothesis is that they may be localized to the different compartments of the cell and thereby may respond to different signals. Another possibility is that they may be associated with other regulatory proteins in the cell, i.e. different signals will turn on different receptors and then regulate DGC and PDE enzymes in trans. Or it can be the mix of both. Our work actually provides good examples for supporting the latter hypothesis that SwDGC is always associated with SwH-NOX in response to nitric oxide.

H-NOX has been proposed as a nitric oxide sensor in bacteria, but little evidences have been reported, whereas most has been of the regulation of histidine kinases. H-NOX proteins are found associated with DGCs in several organisms and the work here extends the scope of bacterial NO signaling network. A detailed mechanism of this signaling pathway and related mechanisms remains to be elucidated. With developing experimental evidences, H-NOX proteins have become more recognized as NO sensors in bacteria. However, we do not conclude that H-NOX proteins are the only member of bacterial NO sensors, but rather are just one of many metal-containing NO receptors.

Our work with bacteria grown under anaerobic environments sheds light on exploring the physiological role of NO in biofilms. Denitrification, one of the anaerobic respiration pathways, may be a reasonable source of endogenous nitric oxide. And this nitric oxide could be involved in a biofilm dispersal process by which matured biofilms hit the size limit with regards to access to nutrients including oxygen. However, it may not be the sole source of natural nitric oxide involved in biofilm regulation. Gram-positive bacteria in biofilms can also produce NO through...
conversion of L-arginine to L-citrulline by nitric oxide synthase. NO produced this way could act as a signaling molecule to the neighboring gram-negative bacteria.

To fully understand the NO signaling pathway in biofilms, more work will be needed on the *in vivo* study of the two key enzymes, the protein-protein interaction of *SwDGC* and *SwH-NOX*, and the c-di-GMP receptors which control the phenotype changes. Once we have the whole pathway, which may not be an isolated pathway, we then can identify drug targets and test inhibitors. Ultimately, we should be able to control biofilms by small molecules, not only to reduce biofilms, but also to promote biofilms when we needed.

For the protein-protein interaction between *SwDGC* and *SwH-NOX*, some preliminary work in kinetics suggested that their interaction may be at the K<sub>D</sub> of µM range. We incubated *SwDGC* mutant proteins with *SwH-NOX* complexes, and monitored the change of initial velocity of cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities (Fig. 5-1). When we plotted the initial velocity against different ratios of two proteins, we were able to estimate a rough value of K<sub>D</sub> for both Fe<sup>2+</sup> and Fe<sup>2+</sup>-NO complexes (Fig. 5-2). The calculated K<sub>D</sub> for *SwH-NOX* Fe<sup>2+</sup> to *SwAAL* was 1.27 µM, and the K<sub>D</sub> from three points fitting for *SwH-NOX* Fe<sup>2+</sup>-NO to *SwGGAAF* was 1.17 µM. However, the true K<sub>D</sub> measurement between *SwH-NOX* and *SwDGC* needs to be carried out using isothermal calorimetry (ITC) or other more quantitative assays.

A. B.

**Figure 5-1.** The initial velocity of cyclase and phosphodiesterase activities with different concentrations of *SwH-NOX* complexes. A. cyclase activity; B. phosphodiesterase activity
A. cyclase activity change upon adding $SwH\text{-}NOX$ Fe$^{2+}$; B. phosphodiesterase activity change upon adding $SwH\text{-}NOX$ Fe$^{2+}\text{-}NO$

Despite of activity regulation of nitric oxide on $SwDGC$, the translational level of $SwDGC$ was also measured using RT-qPCR technique. In aerobic condition, at OD 1.0 the gene expression level of $dgc$ gene was obtained with or without NO (Fig. 5-3). A housekeeping gene, $rpoD$ was used to normalize the data. As shown in Fig. 5-3, there was no significant change with NO in all strains of $S. woodyi$ cells. It is known that c-di-GMP targets transcriptional factors, therefore, a similar type of assay will be needed once we identify those receptors of c-di-GMP in $S. woodyi$. 

Figure 5-2. $K_D$ measurement of $SwH\text{-}NOX$ complexes with $SwDGC$ mutants. A. cyclase activity change upon adding $SwH\text{-}NOX$ Fe$^{2+}$; B. phosphodiesterase activity change upon adding $SwH\text{-}NOX$ Fe$^{2+}\text{-}NO$
Figure 5-3. The relative expression level of *dgc* gene. *S. woodyi* strain (wt), Δ*dgc* (D), and Δ*hnox* (H) were used in this experiment. For NO addition, 200 µM of DPTA was used.
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APPENDIX 1A Multiple sequence alignment of SwDGC with other DGC domains

SwDGC          HYDTHLTDNRYLMNOKDLALKSLASDLDEOSS-HLVILLLDLDNFGEQVNDLHGDSAGCHLQ
StGcpF         -HDTLTDNRYLMNOKDLALKSLASDLDEOSS-HLVILLLDLDNFGEQVNDLHGDSAGCHLQ
AxDGC3         -TDLTLDNLNNGFNASVTVLLENOKXHPPEQDLVMPDLDFXPEQVNDLHGDSAGCHLQ

SwDGC          HLHANGKLNLSESDIAVRLLGDDEFSLVLTNTIANRQAAYKCEQOIEEE1ISRPFYVKNLII
StGcpF         AVTWNLQDAVGFTHLARKGDDEFLMILLAEVSAPDEAAASLAASVRHSDAPITIDPYELV
AxDGC3         VHGCYLIEELPDDASRIKGGDEFAILHRRSLKLMPELTLKQONLIEEPMLDSATVR

SwDGC          PKIDSGHLAYPEYGMTRDEAVNADLAMVAKK-----------
StGcpF         VTLSVHLLYPLDGNEREIPFNDADALYHKTGRNIGYH
AxDGC3         ISGSLCALPTTG-ADTLEGQKNADVAAYAOKQSGKQAR

APPENDIX 1B Multiple sequence alignment of SwDGC with other PDE domains

SwDGC          SELCEALITENEMFMHPELHDLSNKGEITFAEALRWHKHLNKEVLLFPEKPHSIAEESGFT
AxPDE3         SALRSLAKGMLNLHYFPQRTHTLEGSVEALSRRWHHLNENIFPSRPFAVAELTQOE
CcPDE          ADLREAGGRTGTPHOMLRLSTGALSFGEALRWHRRMPDEHPLPHLNGMS
EcYciR          AARKALENDQWVHYQKTWR-GEHRSLEAGRVQRSEKIDPWSYASI

SwDGC          RLGKLSIYEAADAQDRMMAAA----KRLOKTLRTMSYPHLQLQSMEDKEILSVYPKMSFF
AxPDE3         AILGWSILECDROIKVWDRD-----G1HVPTAVNNLSAETHRRNAAPEHIAALKDHNLKPSR
CcPDE          ELGALMMHAAADTLSTWRAAHPMGRTLLTRNYLSTGEQDPRGIVADAEIEVRVNLPRGA
EcYciR          PLGRWVLDAVQVAKWQDK-GLINLRL-AYNNLASARQAADQTVAFAKOLQELNFETYCP

SwDGC          HTEHTWFLPMKVMEAKKEKTVIHDQGCDLLDDFQGTKGSSFLQLOLPDDVKLDCSF
AxPDE3         LTVEITESSVMDSRTRDLEEQLSFRHNGQSDDFGTKGSSFLRILREPEDEKLDKRSF
CcPDE          LKEVTPESSD1LRPERAAVILKTILRDAAGAKLDDFGTKGSSFLYLRPLEPTLDKLDKRF
EcYciR          IDVVEITESSLKEDLALSVIQOLOQGGHDDFQGTKGSSFLQLOLPDDVKLDCSF

SwDGC          LAELEDPSHRNIAQTIELEALHSLKPVYaEGVETNSOLVFLQDHHIODADGYSYEPEFKLS
AxPDE3         INDFHEHNTAQATMVIGTCSRLGATYTEGVEETOQRDLEKLNCDVMQYLIHKALPL
CcPDE          WRTMNGASAKRWRVVKCQDDLEBVLAVQEGACMAEMAYQSLCGQYGCQFGNAPLS
EcYciR          KRD1HKPVQSASVRITVAVAEQALINQVIAGVESAKEDAPLTKNGI5PQGELEAKMP

AxPDE3          PDD
CcPDE          PQE
EcYciR          A--
SwDGC          V--
**APPENDIX 1C Multiple sequence alignment of SwDGC with other dual-functional proteins**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>HYDHLTMVNPRLYNQKDIALSLADKEOSHIVMIDDLDEKQONDGTGSKSGDHILOH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>LIAMQKLNIESDVEARLGCDEFLVALTNIAARQAVVTAQLEEILSRPYYQKNL1IIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>LAORQRGDDAKPIL3IAARQGCDEFLPVPPDPSMLDEATALVYIQSFRKRTVTDGMLTR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>VARSIVATVRPHDLVRGCGDEFVLMLCHR-LDAAGTVSLARERVQVIEOPTEVAGRKKHI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>SAORQNVARKTDLARRTGCDEFLVMPDIPLPDNDTAKVASSLALQSEPITWNNHEFFL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>LCEAI TENEFFMHFOPILDLSNGEFTAAELIWRKTTNNKVEIPKTEKTSAESDSGLITRT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>SVI EGGALVHLHPLEDIR--TGEEILAAALYIRWETPHFRSLUSSPEFILAES1NLAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>GAIESEOFHLYVQP1FAINPETERVGFCAULRWDPLHBFALOQELIETPAERLGH1HIAH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>NAISNQLEEMYYQPIEAK--SGKVGAEAMRNWKTEFSLQNPHEE1SLQAEKNGL1HHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>GKLSTELAKIDRMAAARK--LQKLIINSIPSTHLSSQSMEDLKEILSVYP-KMSSFIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>GRWRTYCAIFSRWKGVGR11VLRINNSVPIQLVTDGVESVA1HKKEFG-LPRGSVVC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>GNWVIRAILCFQAIFSAGPDELDKMNVLNPILARPDFLARLADLAOGVQPDLPHAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>GEFAAQOQCYIASQWQISP-LFLVSNYQSSQVIDYCRDRLAFLRQSSLSSPLESGLA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>LETFTEVFLNMMVAKKTVIELHDMG1TISSLDEFTGSSSKYLOQPEIVKLDCSE1A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>LETFTLSLD--LAVSEALISTRALGRIL1ATDFGTGSSLACRRVPDVAKLDRAEGL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>VelHSSLIPNHDLEVLMDDONLAIA1TKLTDDFTGGSALSYLOKIFDRLALRSIOMQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>VELTSVVQDIPTTTRTLGIHLVNQVQADTFGTGSSLVSLSKTERTDPAEVA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>ELDI DPSHRNJAST1LIEHLSLE1KVIDGAGETNSQLVFQODHLHDFAGSGYFFKPLS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>ELGSNPCLIPVRAVAILAGFLGLOLVAGEMETERAALTIARLHGRYRIAGFFLLSPI--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>GHTIAQQDHRAHAVAILGAVHLKVECGETLDDLALRAAGDAFOQGH--</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>NVFENDSRELNVI1IAILIKLRK1IAGEEIEQHRVDYVQELN3FAECGPFFHYSRVPVAK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MsDGC1</th>
<th>RsBphG1</th>
<th>VpScrC</th>
<th>SwDGC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MsDGC1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RsBphG1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VpScrC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwDGC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2 MALDI-TOF spectra of SwDGC, SwGGAAF, and SwAAL
APPENDIX 3 Vector map of SwDGC cloned in pET-28a(+)
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